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Latest release

Web Content Guidelines
Content guidelines for authors of ABS web content

Version 1.0

Getting started

Great website content comes from focussing on our users and following some simple principles.

Useful content resources

Other resources available to assist you produce web content

IPE User guide (/statistics/standards/internal-publishing-environment-user-guide/version-10) - Provides content approvers and authors
information on how to use the internal publishing environment. 

IPE Learning  (https://learning.abs.gov.au/course/view.php?id=1244) - Capability Plus module which includes an eLearning module and

training scenarios

Australian Government Style Manual (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/about-style-manual)  - The standard for Australian government
writing and editing

Who to contact for support

Any content related queries you can contact Dissemination Customer Support via the following channels

Skype the chat room: Client open Forum: Dissemination Customer Support (ma-chan://abs.gov.au/1fb09120-0aab-4e62-899b-
ce68be987ff4)  (8.30am - 4.30pm weekdays)
Email: Dissemination Customer Support WDB (mailto:Dissemination Customer Support WDB)

Feedback and comments

Web content guidelines are evolving and frequently updated. You should check back in regularly.

If you have any feedback or suggestions, please email them to Web Content Guidelines feedback (mailto:Dissemination Customer Support
WDB?subject=Web Content Guidelines feedback) 

 

Writing guides
ABS writing style

This writing guide provides advice on how to prepare your content for the ABS Website.

It uses the concepts of

Accessibility
Plain English
Active language
Structured content

It aligns with the Australian Government Style Manual  (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/) 

Plain English
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Plain English

Plain English is using simple, and direct language to explain complex things.

There is lots of information in the Australian Government Style Manual (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/writing-and-designing-content/clear-
language-and-writing-style/plain-language-and-word-choice) . 

Reduce risk of misunderstanding

Use language everybody can understand, even statistical experts prefer plain English. Our customers often describe our pages as ‘full of
jargon’.
If you can, test your writing with someone who isn’t familiar with your topic.
Avoid acronyms and technical terms. Use simple terms and explain those terms in the methodology.
Remember, we all want to understand what we’re reading the first time, even academics.

Easier to find

Most people use search, either directly on our website or a search engine. We need to be writing with simple language to help them find
what they need.

What to avoid
Avoid italics and bold. Sentences in bold or italics are harder to read.
Avoid abbreviations such as eg, ie and etc. Use ‘for example’.

Sentence case
Write headings in sentence case

It is easier to read sentence case than all capitals
Avoid colons where possible

Use capitals for single entities

Use of capitals for single entities such as specific people, places, things or ideas. Includes names of organisations, geographical areas, policies
and programs.

Examples

2021 Census
Australian Business Register
Economic Unit Model
Greater Sydney
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

Common nouns

Do not use capitals for common nouns such as classes of entities, they name generic people, places, things or ideas. This includes statistical

concepts

Examples

relative standard error (RSE)
clerical and administrative workers

Don't capitalise second references to proper nouns

Do not capitalise when writing about a proper noun or when using it as a second reference.

Examples

The register...
The model...
historical censuses

After colons

Do not capitalise when writing about a proper noun or when using it as a second reference.

Examples
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Enhancing the CPI: a roadmap

Active language
Active voice and direct language

Active voice describes the situation from the perspective of the person or object that acts. Look for the use of ‘by’ in your sentences and see if
there is a more direct approach.

In 2017, it was most likely that jam would be eaten by people aged 15-20. (passive)
In 2017, people aged 15-20 ate the most jam. (active)

 
Know what you are trying to say, and edit your work ruthlessly. Avoid terms that extend your sentence needlessly.

Example

A brief summary is needed owing to the fact that each and every person doesn’t have the time to read long sentences.

Can be shortened to:

People don't have time to read long sentences, so they need a summary.

See the Australian Government Style Manual (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/writing-and-designing-content/clear-language-and-writing-
style/sentences#use_active_voice)  on active voice

Headings
Simple and effective headings

Headings exist to help navigation.
Users are scanning and headings are the easiest way to find your way around a page.
Keep it short, but accurately describe the content in each section.
Every sentence should fit under a heading somewhere on the page.
Use headings often and use language the user understands, not jargon and acronyms.

 

Heading Levels

A hierarchy of headings helps people to find content. They are especially important for screen reader users.

Available heading levels

H1 Content title
The title of the product.  Appears at the top of the webpage and is defined in IPE in the Title field of the content type. 
H2 Sections headings
These headings create the On this page menu on the left side of the screen.  Use them to break your content down into related pieces of
information.   
H3 Subsections
They are added as subsections. They can be fixed or collapsible in IPE
H4 Sub headings
Use of these should be minimised as a simpler structure is easier to read.
H5 Sub headings
This level is only to be used for very complex content such as concepts, sources and methods.

Do not skip heading levels

Maintaining the heading hierarchy helps people to scan the content. Screen readers users also rely on this hierarchy.Rele
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Heading structure in IPE

H4 Sub headings are not to be used in collapsible sections

All H4 level headings within a collapsible should be entered as H4 Subsections. This is in order to maintain the correct hierarchy to meet
accessibility requirements.

Social statistics

Categories could include:

Key statistics
Age
Gender
Education
Employment
Health

Economic statistics

Categories could include:

Key statistics
Quarterly change
Annual change
States and territories
Job vacancies by industry.

Punctuation
Full stops

Full stops mark the end of a sentence. Users need them to scan text easily.

Dot points that are full sentences need a full stop. Dot points in a fragmented list get a full stop at the end of the final dot point.

Example of full sentences
To write well:

Use everyday words.
Learn about the words people use.
Choose simple words, not complicated expressions.

Example of fragmented list
The committee met yesterday. It discussed:
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office space
working hours
managers’ salaries.

Do not use a full stop after a web or email address if it’s part of a sentence fragment or on a line by itself. 

Example
Website: department.gov.au
Email: example@department.gov.au

More details on full stops can be found in the Australian Government Style Manual (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/grammar-punctuation-
and-conventions/punctuation-and-capitalisation/full-stops) 

Colon

Use a colon to introduce examples, contrasts, lists and block quotes. Only use a colon if it is needed.

When writing a list, use lower case following the colon.

Example
The participation rate:

remained at 1%
increased to 10% for women
decreased to 5% for men.

Don’t include a colon when the list flows on as part of a full sentence.

Pick any 2 of low price, high speed and high quality.
The requirements for the position are strong communication skills and experience across content management platforms.

More details on colons can be found in the Australian Government Style Manual (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/grammar-punctuation-and-
conventions/punctuation-and-capitalisation/colons) 

Paragraphs and bullet points
Paragraphs

Most people do not read long paragraphs in detail.
People scan content quickly for key words and figures.
Short paragraphs and bullet points are easier to scan than long, dense paragraphs of text.

The most scannable way to write content

Write short paragraphs (no more than 3 sentences) that focus on one idea. 
Put the most relevant information first in every sentence and paragraph.
Lists should be presented in bullet points - use a lead in sentence.
Figures presented first, followed by analysis/narrative.
Narratives can be in short paragraphs.

Use structure and language to make reading easier

Use informative headings and subheadings
Use plain English and active voice
Front load key information
Avoid repetition 

Not all content should be placed into bullet points

Website users rarely read full paragraphs from beginning to end. They often scan for key words to find the answer they are looking for.
However some analysis is best left in paragraphs. Aim for less than 20 words per sentence and keep to one thought or point per sentence.

Bullet point lists

Bullet point lists are easier to scan for key information than paragraphs of text.

All lists should be in bullet points.
Use lead in sentences to add context and avoid repetition of words.
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Every bullet point should focus on a single idea.
Only use one level of bullet points (no bullets within bullets).
Keep lists short (aim for no more than 5 points).
 

Punctuation

In sentence style bullet points, capitalise the first word only and use a full stop at the end of each sentence. 
In fragment lists, use a full stop on the final bullet point.
In stand-alone lists, don't use any full stops.

More detail on the punctuation of list can be found in the Australian Government Style Manual (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/structuring-

content/lists#punctuate_lists_according_to_style) .

When the sentence before the bullet points contributes to the list sentences don't use:

capitals at the start of each line
‘and’
'or'
semicolons (;)
commas (,)
 

Use bullet points to list information

They are easier to read than paragraphs of text. 

Instead of:

Attending classical music concerts was one event where a significantly greater proportion of older people attended: 14% of people aged 65 to
74 years and 10% of people aged 75 years and over, compared with 6% of 15-17 year olds.

Try this:

More older people attended classical music concerts compared to younger people.

14.1% were 65 to 74 years old.
1 in 10 (10%) were 75 years old and over.
6% were 15 to 17 years old.
 

Social Statistics
Begin the sentence with a fraction (such as ‘one in four’) and follow it up with a percentage in brackets (25%).
Avoid comparing fractions unless they have the same denominator. For example: 1 in 5 people x, compared to 3 in 4 who y.
Fractions are more relatable to the reader and help them understand the relevance to them.
Avoid using multiple figures in brackets (for example, percentage and number of people) as it breaks up the flow of the sentence.
Percentage is better than number of people.
Provide the main statistics upfront and make comparisons after. One statistic is easier to read and comprehend than a comparison of two.

Example

Almost two-thirds (63.4%) of adults were overweight or obese.

70.8% of men and 56.3% of women.
79.4% of men and 65.7% of women aged 45 year and over.
63.4% of adults in 2015 compared to 56.3% in 1995.
 

Economic statistics

The most important data for economic users is the change. Provide this as simply and clearly as possible. Key changes (month / quarter / year)
in short bullet points first, followed by a simple table that highlights changes since the last release.

Examples

The main contributors are:

2.5% rise in property rates and charges 
3.0% rise in gas and other household fuels  
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2.3% rise in water and sewerage.

This is the lowest September quarter rise since 1998 and is due to modest changes:

0.7% rise in utilities  
0.1% rise in rents 
0.2% fall in new dwelling purchased by owner-occupiers.
 

What not to do

You should not have a list of items within a single bullet point, this information can be better presented as a lead sentence followed by bullet
point list as shown above.

The main contributors to the rise in the housing group are property rates and charges (+2.5%), gas and other household fuels (+3.0%) and
water and sewerage (+2.3%). 
This is the lowest September quarter rise since 1998 and is due to subdued rises in utilities (+0.7%) and rents (+0.1%), while new dwelling
purchased by owner-occupiers fell 0.2%. 
September quarters typically observe annual price changes in property rates and charges. The modest rise in property rates and charges
reflects rate caps in some capital cities and a lower inflationary environment. 
The main partially offsetting contributor is a 0.7% fall in electricity. The introduction of the Default Market Offer (DMO) and Victorian Default
Offer (VDO) to replace standing offers in the eastern capital cities contributed to the fall. 
 

Names and terms
Names and terms

It is important to check official sources for correct names and terms.  Use consistent capitalisation and punctuation.

Australian place names

Using official Australian place names and styling them correctly helps to communicate more clearly. 

Examples:

Shortened forms for states and territories such as NSW, Vic, Qld, WA, SA, Tas, ACT, NT. Do not use a full stop after the shortened forms
unless it ends a setence.
Use capitals for names of places, roads and streets.

 

Government terms

Use capitals only for formal names and titles of government entities and office holders. Use lower case for generic references.

Examples:

For departments and agencies, use capital letters only for the formal names such as the Victorian Government, Department of Defence,
Federal Court of Australia
For government programs and agreements, use capitals for the full names such as the Artesian Basin Initiative, Consumer Price Index
For heads of state and prime ministers, use capitals for the formal and abbreviated titles of current heads of state such as Prime Minister of
Australia or PM

 

Organisation names

Organisations determine how their names should be spelled and punctuated. Write the name as the organisation writes it. For examples, eBay,
State Library Victoria, Meat & Livestock Australia, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

The For more detail on names and terms see the Australian Government Style Manual (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/grammar-punctuation-

and-conventions/names-and-terms) 

Meaningful links
Precise links

Make the destination of the link clear.
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When linking to related information, hyperlink a key word or phrase within the sentence. 
Don’t use vague terms such as “click here” or “read more”.
Don’t make the link text too long. 

 

Anchor links

When referencing content on another page, you can link directly to the relevant heading on that page.

For information on creating anchor links refer to the IPE User guide (https://author-mirror.absweb.aws.abs.gov.au/statistics/standards/internal-
publishing-environment-user-guide/version-10/linking#other-options) .

Numbers and measurement in text
Percentages

The standard approach is to show percentages to one decimal place.

This recommendation is flexible and you should use your judgement to decide what is best for your data. You can round to whole numbers or
include one more decimal place if appropriate.

Remain consistent throughout the page.

Large numbers

Add a comma between the third and fourth digit from the right for numbers 1,000 and above.

Write 'million' rather than digits for large, rounded numbers. For example:

10 to 9,999
10,000 to 1 million

Abbreviate in headings, tables and graphics— 1km, 2m, 3bn, 4tn.

Use digits instead of words where possible, they are easier to read on a screen than words. It is acceptable to start a sentence with a number,
percentage or fraction.

Use symbols for common units of measurement

You don’t need to spell out units of measurement, even for the first use, if they’re well known. For example:

‘mm’ for millimetres
‘cm’ for centimetres
‘km’ for kilometres

For a complete guide to numbers and measurements refer to the Australian Government Style Manual
(https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/grammar-punctuation-and-conventions/numbers-and-measurements) .

Replacing FAQ page
Avoid questions as headings

Reading questions are more work for customers

They take longer to scan and understand than simple headings
Key information is usually at the end of the question. 

What to do instead
Bring key words to the front
Change your question to a short, simple statement that broadly describes the content underneath.
 

Avoid FAQ pages

Where complex information and concepts need to be explained, it should be done within the content.
Customers generally don't like to use help pages.
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The customer has to make a conscious choice to search for their question on a different page - this buries rather than surfaces key
information.

A more in-depth discussion of issues when using FAQ format is contained in the article Infrequently asked questions about FAQ pages
(https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/blog/infrequently-asked-questions-about-faq-pages) 

Website content types
Existing content types

Content types are used to group similar content and provide the structure of the website.

The table below provides a listing of available content types and examples of when to use them.
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Content
Template

Examples when to use Additional information

Topic

Used when releasing statistics with key points, important

findings and data. A topic is the old ‘main features’ in
WCA.

A statistical release based on a theme and reference period,

usually released regularly. It show cases key points and

statistical analysis supported with data.

A ‘Topic’ (e.g. Job Vacancies) is connected to one of the

website’s ‘themes’ (e.g. Labour) and a parent topic (e.g.
Employment and Unemployment).

Typical audience could include education/research based users
(students, researchers and teachers/lecturers etc.), media and

government.

Methodology

Methodology was previously called Explanatory notes.

Describes the methods and practices used to collect,

process, prepare and release information.

Very detailed information explaining the methods and

practices used to collect, calculate and analyse the data that

are used to develop Articles and statistical releases.

Typically appeals to audiences interested in the granular details

behind a statistics release such as education/research based

users (students, researchers and teachers/lecturers etc.).

Story
Linked to a social media post or when promoting the

ABS.

A short and engaging time related piece of content used to

promote the ABS, and is usually linked to ABS social media
posts.

Typical audience could include the broad public.

Media Release
The media release presents the most noteworthy

statistics from Topic.

Journalists want a high level summary of statistical information

that impacts the community.

Media
Statements

Used to present our response to, or in anticipation of a
media article.

 

Article

Previously known as Feature article. Used when subject

matter areas want to provide more detailed content to

data users.

In depth analysis on a statistical release. More detailed than a

topic page.

Typical audiences could include users specifically interested in

the details behind the Topic/statistics release and Story such as

education/research based users (students, researchers and

teachers/lecturers etc.), media and government.

Standard
A set of rules that govern the way certain data are

collected, produced and disseminated.

Typical audiences could include niche and targeted users

interested in statistical background and detail such as

education/research based users (students, researchers and
teachers/lecturers etc.), media and government.

Research
Used when wanting to inform users of changes and

statistical developments.

Content, including public engagement outcomes, research

findings or conference materials, to inform proposed ABS

statistical developments and decisions. Typical audiences could

include education/research based users (students, researchers

and teachers/lecturers etc.), media, government and users
specifically interested in statistical background and detail.

About Creating ‘About Us’ content.
The information is timeless and details what the ABS’ purpose,
role and responsibilities are, and outlines its vision. Typical

audience could include general public, media and government.

Release Links IPE to Release Approval System (RAS). Links a statistical release to the release calendar on the

website. Is the means by which a group of statistical content is

linked together via common metadata.
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Content
Template

Examples when to use Additional information

Is an internal publishing tool and does not have an audience.

Topic page
Purpose of a topic page

Users want a single page with all the information they need on a particular topic so they can easily find, understand and use information.

This is achieved by providing:

A high level overview of findings
Displays the most sought after information
The page navigation allows users to see what is on the page at a glance and jump to relevant headings quickly
Provides pathways to more detailed data
Designed to be useful for high skilled, technical users as well as those with no statistical knowledge or low literacy levels

Topics pages are best suited to

Releasing statistics with key points, important findings and data. 
A statistical release based on a theme and reference period, usually released regularly. It show cases key points and statistical analysis
supported with data.
A ‘Topic’ (e.g. Job Vacancies) is connected to one of the website’s ‘themes’ (e.g. Labour) and a parent topic (e.g. Employment and
Unemployment).
Typical audience could include education/research based users (students, researchers and teachers/lecturers etc.), media and government.

Writing topics page content

Keep all 'like' content together in one place, users should not need to jump between different sections to get a full picture.
Graphs and images should support and summarise the written content. We recommend a maximum of one graph per heading if possible. 
Tables, graphs and images, should be simple, concise and be interpreted at a glance. 

Detailed guide and checklist

This guide will help you meet the following recommendations for topics pages:

Contains high-level summary and analysis only
Page description includes the search terms used by customers
Headings are easy to scan, understand and navigate
Key statistics reflect the most sought after information
Content is scannable using plain English, bullet points and short paragraphs
Tables, graphs and images are easy to understand and accessible

Topic page structure
Topic titles (Product name)

Easy to understand, scannable and use plain English
Written in sentence case (unless it is a proper name)
Australia, catalogue numbers, release dates and collection method (for example, survey) should not be included in the title
Geographical references should only be used in an established title (Australian National Accounts) or where essential to the release
(Integrated water accounts for the Canberra region)
Titles should never include acronyms

Heading Level 2 (H2) structure

Use this guide to order heading structures on your topics page. 

An H2 will appear in the left hand navigation so should be succinct and designed to help users navigate the page. Too few means the user is
not aware of the different sections in the release. Too many or too complex creates cognitive overload where users can't determine where the
information they need is presented.

The Headings (https://author-mirror.absweb.aws.abs.gov.au/statistics/standards/web-content-guidelines/version-10/writing-guides/headings)
section of this guide provide more details on heading levels
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(only if required) Use a call out box after Key statistics to highlight major changes or promote new articles or spotlights - then anchor link to
relevant section below data downloads.

Key statistics

Their value

A short summary of the key findings at the top of the page
Key statistics are the most sought after information that your customers are after
Key statistics feature on all topic pages
Highlights the most important information, or most significant change since the previous release
Option to include a summary table
Aids users understanding of the type of content covered on the page

Writing key statistics

Up to four bullet points that highlight the most important items or changes in the release (300 character limit)
A lead in sentence if needed
Use short sentences to make it easier to scan and understand
Front load statistics in fractions followed by the percentage when relevant. E.g. 'Three in four (75%) defendants were male'
Can include a table to show high level overview, or changes since last release.

Recommend

One of the key statistics should be used to create the headline for the latest releases section of the homepage.
Key stats can also be shown in the media release. 

For sensitive business areas either:

Use the statistics you would have normally included in the media release
Use the same type statistics for each release, to be impartial
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Example CPI
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Example religion

Commentary sections, graphs and tables
Information about the data in this release. Any non-data information should be placed below data downloads
Section headings divide content up into sections to help readers scan

Examples:

Quarterly/Annual change
States and territories 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
Gender
Employment
Health
Industry
 

Interactive map

Only if required

An interactive map can display more complex information at a wide range of geographic scales. 
Users can also zoom into areas of interest for closer examination, and interactive with the map to receive additional information and
statistics. 

Relevant Web content guideline 
 

Data downloads
Only create one data downloads section. Call it 'Data downloads'. Add subsections if you need to categorise the data.
Add a callout box identifying any future additional data which will be released later on the same Topic page
For more details view the Data downloads (/statistics/standards/web-content-guidelines/version-10/internal-publishing-features-and-
sections-content-guides/data-downloads) section of this guide 
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Changes in this release

Only used when there are changes in relation to this issue or notes about the data you need users to be aware of.

Add in relevant collapsible sections/H3 as needed, for example:

Suspension of trend estimates
Update to seasonal adjustment methods
Re-referencing of chain volume estimates
Managing the impact of COVID-19
Changes to industry groups
Updates to classifications
Revisions

If there are changes identified in a previous release which continue to affect this release it should be added into Methodology as ongoing data
collection and processing detail.

 

Post release changes

To advise users about changes to this issue after it was published. This information was previously placed in history of changes.
Don't create this as a collapsable section.
Only include changes to the most recent release. Previous changes needs to go in the methodology history of changes.
Keep information concise.
 

Related releases

An optional section for areas whose users often jump to other relevant releases for context.

This heading should be in its own section (h2). The related releases list should include:
Maximum of 5 related topics pages (Linking to large amounts of products makes them all feel less relevant as it comes across as an index of
all products).
Do not use a collapsable section.
Make the page title a hyperlink to the product
Include a short, one sentence blurb (can be the page description) of the product to aid in user in understand what that page is about.
Put the section after the data downloads near the end of the page.

Examples

Methodology

This is a system set link to the relevant methodology pageRele
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Example of methodology

Articles

This is a system set link to relevant article which creates tile link at the end of the product

Example of media article tile

Media releases

This is a system set link to relevant media release which creates tile link at the end of the product

Example of media release tile

Headings not to include

Catalogue numbers - instead use an H3 at the bottom of the page, under the last H2. Note this is being phased out.
Survey material - this must go in methodology
Forthcoming issues - already contained under future releases

Methodology
Purpose

Methodology pages support topics by providing users with important information on how the release is created together with other contextual
information. They need to allow users to broadly understand the statistics provided.

Creating a methodology

Just as with other content, write as simply as possible without losing statistical rigour.  You may be required to define certain technical phrases
in call out boxes and in the glossary.

Keep the needs of your customers in mind. They are here to complete a task, so present the information in a way to help them do this.

Paragraph numbering is not required.

Incorporate dot point lists when helpful.

Structure

Use the heading structure shown below to organise your methodology content.
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Most of the content you would expect to see about the methods will fit under Data collection, Processing the data and Data release. You can
also include additional headings for content that doesn't fit easily into these categories. Other sections shown can be incorporated as useful
and relevant.

Overview/Introduction

Your methodology overview will appear here if you have chosen to use it for your release.

For more on how to correctly create one, see the Methodology overview guide (/statistics/standards/web-content-guidelines/version-10/ipe-
features-and-sections/methodology-overview) .

If you're not using the feature, you can include a short introduction for your survey or program.

 

Data collection

Include information relating to how the data is collected in this section.

The following are examples of subheadings that will fit here, but you may want to include others as appropriate.

Scope
Source
Sample design
Collection method
Target population and statistical units
Response rates
Questionnaire
Prompt cards

If you include survey materials like a questionnaire, you will need to create a data downloads subsection.

Processing the data

Use this section for any information relating to how the data is processed.

The following are examples of potential subheadings:

Weighting
Estimation methods
Seasonal adjustement and trend estimation
Imputation
Rounding
Aggregation
Suppression
Data validation
Revisions

Data release

Include any information about the release of the data here.

Examples of subheadings include:

Release strategy
Survey output
Data item list
Confidentiality
Reliability
Accuracy

If you want to include a data item list, you will need to create a data downloads subsection.

Choice for author to add headings

Add any headings that don't fit into how the data is collected, processed and released.

Some examples may include:

a subject needing special attention
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topics from the collection
Concepts, sources and methods
standards and classifications.

If you are linking to another publication, provide a brief description and its relevance to this release.

Example:

Quality declaration

A Quality declaration is no longer a requirement of methodology.

Author areas can determine if using this format would be useful for users.

If you remove it, include any important information elsewhere in the methodology.

If using a Quality declaration section:

create a section (H2 heading) "Quality declaration"
use collapsibles for subsections
include it before History of changes in the on this page menu.

Quality declaration example

History of changes

Describe significant changes to the collection methodology and when occurred.

Important changes include:

if the publication is new
changes in order of significance
gaps in the series.

Glossary

List your technical terms, definitions and acronyms used in this section. It can also include formulas and equations.

Present it as a collapsible section titled 'Show all', with each term as a separate subsection within the collapsible.Rele
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Example:

Abbreviations

Include abbreviations in a collapsible section using a table, as shown below.

Example:

Appendices

Include any other additional information that might be relevant to your methodology, such as additional research.

Article
Purpose of articles

You can use them to explain:

More in depth analysis of underlying factors for a topic
Why the changes are important / significant
Why we collect information
Historical context (e.g. 70 years of CPI)

How to write an article

All content on the website should follow the web content guidelines.

Highlight your key findings and most important information first, so readers can find them quickly. They can then go deeper into the
content if they want to.
Articles have section headings just like topics pages, to divide up your content into scannable sections
Use plain English to make your content more user friendly. 
You can use a call out box to help readers understand definitions or contextual information.

Story
Story guide

Stories are short (300 – 800 words) engaging pieces that are relatable and conversational in tone
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They can provide a link between our social media channels and the website
They provide a space to promote interesting findings and facts pulled from the data.
Use active language and plain English when writing stories, just like other content types.

Purpose

ABS users have a desire for content that is interesting to them and relatable. Stories are where business areas can promote their value,
provide informative entertainment and write relatable content. 
Users want our statistics to be explained to them in a way that is personally relevant and to understand why the data are important.
Our internal motivation may be to promote the value of our statistics or increase understanding in the general community. 
Enhancing our interactions with users through channels like stories develops community trust. This enhances our ability to collect high
quality information with better response rates from participants.

Example concepts for stories
Relatable explanations of data / change (how is it relevant to me)
Media stories (the narrative of the content)
Longitudinal stories (history of topic)
Social media engagement pieces
Educational case studies

Media Release
What is it?

Journalists want a high level summary of statistical information that impacts the community 

Content that highlights key ABS information 
May include quotes from ABS spokespeople
Provides pathways to more information (topics page)

Concept sources and methods, standards and classifications
Purpose

Present findings first and analysis afterwards (this can be done in an executive summary)
Ask yourself - what is the goal of the user when accessing this content? How can you help them achieve it as quickly as possible.
Be short and concise where possible, explaining complicated terms as required (definitions in context (/statistics/standards/web-content-
guidelines/version-10/definitions-context) and call out box (/statistics/standards/web-content-guidelines/version-10/internal-publishing-
environment-ipe-features-and-sections-content-guides/callout-box) will help). 
Use intelligent heading structures that allow users to quickly find the section most relevant to them.
Accordions and subsection headings can be used to hold more in-depth information that users can find by scanning.
Put content in dot points where possible.
Content still needs to be written in a way that is accessible, this includes any use of graphs, charts and images.

Guiding principles

By follow these principals you are:

decreasing the risk of misinterpretation
building trust through improved reader experience
being more transparent as your content is more easily understood
increasing the likelihood people will actually read the content, and not make 'best guess' assumptions because content is too hard to find,
or understand. (This happens more than you would like to think with ABS content).
adding value your whole product, the data you provide is only as useful as your readers ability to understand and interpret it.

Principle 1

CSM users are looking for answers to questions, building their understanding of your product through searching. This means they will be
scanning and skipping through your content to find what they need. They will not be reading content in the order you have written it. To aid
them in their ability to find the content they need you should:

Use short clear headings, people are likely to 'CTRL F' their way through content as it is often long and complex.
Present lists in bullet points
Avoid essay style writing formats, use short, to the point language instead.
Use the reverse pyramid approach to authoring, with your most sought after and valuable content first, then more depth and detail
afterwards.
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Principle 2

CSM users are using this content in relation to their employment or work. If they are working for a government organisation, in academia or in

private industry. Just like you or I, they are time poor and want to understand answers to the questions quickly and easily.

Use simple plain English whenever possible. Although most of your readers more than capable of understanding complex statistical jargon,
its easier to read, interpret and understand plain English making their job easier.
Avoid acronyms, and where you must use them, never assume the reader understands them.
Avoid repetition, when someone reads the same thing in two places they are more likely to start skipping through content as it frustrates
time poor people. This makes it harder for them to find what they actually need.

Principle 3

CSMs are complex in nature, and it is not uncommon for our key stakeholders at other government departments to not fully understand our
content. We have found this to be the case with a number of ABS products.

When explaining complex content keep sentences short and concise (aim for 20 words or less). This decreases the cognitive drain on the
reader
Ensure paragraphs are short and to the point.
Again where possible use plain English and avoid acronyms

By follow these principals you are:

decreasing the risk of misinterpretation
building trust through improved reader experience
being more transparent as your content is more easily understood
increasing the likelihood people will actually read the content, and not make 'best guess' assumptions because content is too hard to find,
or understand. (This happens more than you would like to think with ABS content).
adding value your whole product, the data you provide is only as useful as your readers ability to understand and interpret it.

Understanding statistics
When are they useful

To explain technical or complex terms or ideas to help our users understand the content on the website.
To answer common questions that users have about products, such as methodological or theoretical explanations.

Writing understanding statistics

Break down content into paragraphs with simple, scannable headings, like all content on the website. Users do not read from beginning to
end, they look for the answer they think they need, and then leave.
Front load content with the most relevant sought after information up front, followed by more in depth analysis and explanation if required.
Write lists in bullet point format, and keep sentences to less than 20 words each.
Avoid using FAQs. Instead, write answers to important questions using appropriate structure and headings where the user will expect to find
them.
 

Important caveats and short falls of understanding pages:

Don't use understanding statistics pages to explain the nuances between a number of similar collections. 

Research and best practice for website content tells us that users tend to only read answers caveats for content in context of the content they

wanted to find.  If it is not evident on the topic page what the data should be used for, the content on that page should be adjusted.

Remember that users take the first best answer they find. If context and caveats are required to use the data properly, most users will not go to
the understanding statistics section to check. As it requires the reader to know that they are not using it correctly for them to seek our the

correct use and application of the data.

This is the case, regardless of the statistical literacy of the user. There are cases of major government stakeholders using the wrong data set due
to a lack of understanding in the nuance between similar collections. As a rule of thumb, business areas should assume no one out side of the

ABS fully understands the complex nuances of the different collections.
 

IPE features and sections
The internal publishing environment (IPE) has features that you can use to develop your content

Collapsible content sections 
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Data downloads 
Sections (H2s) and subsections (H3s) 
Heading Level 2 (H2) Structure 
Callout box 
Promoting significant changes 
Related information 
 

Technical assistance

For technical assistance on how to implement these features in your product refer to the latest version of IPE User Guide (https://author-
mirror.absweb.aws.abs.gov.au/statistics/standards/internal-publishing-environment-user-guide/version-10) . 

Please note the user guide is updated regularly with new features and functionalities. 

Collapsible content
Purpose

Users want to quickly scan for meaningful content. 
Users who need to access more detailed content or further breakdowns can expand the headings.
They enable users to self select the level of detail they need, as all information is not relevant to every user.
They are used to aid scanning and should not hide large blocks of text as a way to reduce page size and scrolling. 

How to use

Place the most sought after information above the collapsible section.
They work best for subheadings repeated throughout your content (for example: sex, age, industry category or state and territory
breakdowns). 
Use a meaningful heading to describe the content contained in your collapsible section. 
Content within a collapsible section still needs to follow the web content guidelines (using plain English, short paragraphs and bullet points).
As a general rule, avoid placing graphs, tables and images in collapsible sections. 

Examples

Industry category
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Geographical categories

Abbreviation and Glossary

Data downloads
Data downloads structure

Only one data downloads section per page called 'Data downloads'
Add subsections if you need to categorise the data. E.g. If you have more than 10 files, consider categorising.
Create subsections by file type OR subject. E.g:
File type = Data cubes or Time series spreadsheets
Subject = Employment/ Hours worked/ Underemployment etc.
If you have ABS.Stat/Data explorer links, they should be in a subsection within Data downloads. (see ABS.Stat/Data explorer section below)

Note: For economic releases, ensure your stakeholders are aware of any changes being made to your spreadsheets (title, layout, formatting

etc.).

Data downloads by subject
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File names

File names should be consistent with previous publications 
The File naming conventions (https://author-mirror.absweb.aws.abs.gov.au/statistics/standards/internal-publishing-environment-user-
guide/version-10/data-downloads#file-naming-conventions)  section of the IPE user guide provides more details on naming conventions.

Title

Short heading that describes the main data in the file

Should help the user find the data most relevant to what they want
Be as precise as possible
Don't use ABS language or jargon
May be reflective/similar to the headings on the page

Description

A brief summary of the variables in the spreadsheet

Try to keep it under 150 characters, as people struggle to scan large blocks of text
Should give users more context of what is in the file to help them decide which one to download

Excel file type

Is .xlsx - for information on how to upload files please read the IPE user guide

Consolidating your data

Data spreadsheets should be put together in a way that is easy and logical for users
We should be reviewing our data releases regularly, rather than continuing to do the same or add to what was done last time
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Data Explorer
If your data is available in Data Explorer, links should be provided to datasets in the Data downloads section
Data Explorer links should be provided under an addition subsection (h3) at the end of the Data downloads section. 
Each link should also have a very short description of variables that are used or the data displayed when you open the link.
If your data isn't available in Data Explorer, you can still include a link to the Data Explorer home page as a pathway for users (see below for
an example).

Linking to Data Explorer

Authors should:

1. Add a text subsection called- Data Explorer datasets
2.  Add a Callout subsection with the following text-

Caution: Data in Data Explorer is currently released after the 11:30am release on the ABS website. Please check the reference period when
using Data Explorer.

3. Include a link to the Data Explorer user guide
For information on Data Explorer and how it works, see the Data Explorer user guide (https://www.abs.gov.au/about/data-services/data-
explorer/data-explorer-user-guide)

4. Add links to datasets in Data Explorer with descriptions of variables

Example of Data explorer section

Instructions for setting up Data Explorer links

Data Explorer has persistent URLs that can link directly to custom data tables, including any filtering of data and customising of rows, columns,
etc. You can create any custom tables you want in Data Explorer, then copy the URL into IPE as a persistent link. Your Data Explorer tables will

be updated automatically with any new or corrected data in the future.

If you need any assistance in setting up your Data Explorer links, please email Data_APIs@abs.gov.au (Data_APIs@abs.gov.au)  and the APIs
team can assist you.

1. Open Data Explorer (https://explore.data.abs.gov.au/ ) , publically available
2. Browse or search for your data.  You can search for the name of your Topic page or your catalogue number. 
3. Your dataset will open with a default view. If you wish to link to this view, simply copy the URL and paste it into IPE
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4. You can use the links on the left hand side of Data Explorer to filter what data is displayed. Detailed instructions are available in the Data
Explorer User Guide. (https://www.abs.gov.au/about/data-services/data-explorer-user-guide/exploring-data)

5. Ensure you do not set an 'End' time period when filtering your table as this will prevent it updating when future data is released.
6. Don't make your table too big or it won't display all available data. You will see a yellow warning symbol near the table title if you exceed

the maximum table size (a few thousand observations)
7. Use the Customise tab above the table to change the layout such as what is in the rows and columns.  Detailed instructions are available in

the Data Explorer User Guide (https://www.abs.gov.au/about/data-services/data-explorer-user-guide/exploring-data) .
8. Once you are happy with your table, copy the URL from your web browser and paste it into IPE.  Make sure you set the link text to a

description of the data in your table.
9. You can then return to Data Explorer and customise the table again to generate a new link to a different view of your data if you wish.

Linking to the Data Explorer home page

If your data isn't available in Data Explorer, links can still be provided in the Data downloads section to create a pathway for users. See the
Linking data explorer example below:

1. Add a Callout subsection after their excel files as demonstrated below:
2. In the title field of the callout add the following text

Create your own tables and visualisations

3. In the text field of the callout add the following
We provide access to a number of other datasets for you to create your own tables and make visualisations.
See what's available in Data Explorer (https://explore.data.abs.gov.au/) .
Caution: Data in Data Explorer is currently released after the 11:30am release on the ABS website. Please check the reference period when
using Data Explorer.
For information on Data Explorer and how it works, see the Data Explorer user guide. (https://www.abs.gov.au/about/data-services/data-
explorer/data-explorer-user-guide)  

Example of linking to the Data Explorer home page

Sections (h2) and subsections
Section heading

Section headings divide content up into sections to help readers scan for what they need as easily as possible. Section headings feature on the
left-hand navigation.

Headings:

Are short, simple and accurate, describing the content underneath.
Are understandable to everyone. Use language the user understands not internal ABS language.     
Reflect the reader’s priority of what is most relevant.
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Logically divide up information, such as location, time and relevant subject matter breakdowns. 
Help scanning by making it easier to navigate through the page.

Avoid questions as headings

Reading questions are more work for customers

Questions take longer to scan and understand than simple headings
This of often because the key information is placed at the end of the question. 

What to do instead:

Bring the key words to the front
Change your question to a short, simple statement that broadly describes the content underneath. 

Examples

Customers often look for certain types of information. It is recommended that authors use the following headings when relevant to help
customers find what they need:

Geographical Breakdown:

States and Territories 
Capital cities
Rural/ remoteness areas

People or cultural breakdowns

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
Not citizens etc.
Age
Gender

Changes over time

Quarterly change
Yearly change
Trends and estimates

Statistical specific

Employment
Health
Education
Job vacancies by industry

Callout box
Callout box

 A blue box that highlights important information for the reader help them understand the content and statistics on the page.
Ensure users are aware of qualifying and critical information in context

When and how to use callout boxes correctly

Callout boxes can be used at the page or section levels.

These boxes can be used to:

Allow the author to use replace a complex term with a simplified term used throughout the page.
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Highlight when sought after content isn't available.
Highlight when there is information that the user needs to know to interpret the content correctly.
Highlights any majors changes, adjustments and/or corrections to the release

To keep the boxes small and less intrusive, authors can:

Provide links to further detail in the methodology
Use intext definition over definitions?

Important to remember

Never used to highlight data
Callout boxes should be used sparingly and only when necessary. If too many callout boxes are used on the same page, it will distract users
and diminish their value.
When required, a callout box can be used after the key statistics on a topic page to aid the user in understanding the content.

Promoting significant changes
Communicating changes

Ensure readers stay informed of collection changes and have a consist experience across collections.

Change in the way data is presented

Explain the details of the change in an article
The explanation should answer any questions users may have about the change.  These questions should be answered in statements (see
FAQ guide (/statistics/standards/web-content-guidelines/version-10/writing-guides/replacing-faq-page) )
Reference the article using a call out box at the top of the topics page 
For example - the suspension of trend estimates

Change in methodology (How the data is collected processed or released)

High impact changes use a callout box on topics page that links to methodology page
Low impact changes should be placed in the methodology page under the history of changes

Example

Having something short and succinct users are less likely to skip over it.

Definitions in context
Purpose of definitions in context

Easy to understand definitions help users understand content without going further to seek clarification.

Only create a definition when really necessary

Definitions in context can be used when a plain English alternative to a statistical or technical term doesn't exist and it is not understood in the
broader community. 
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Best practice

Use plain English as your first choice

Be sure there really are no plain English equivalents to your term before creating a definition.
Plain English terms are more accessible and inclusive than technical terms for our users.

Create concise definitions and use them sparingly

Definitions need to be as short as possible. The feature has a 250 character limit but they can be shorter.
Aim to make your definitions clear and concise. Use the simplest possible words. 
For reoccurring terms, apply a definition the first time it appears in a H2 section. Only reapply the definition once per H2 section after this.
Use definitions consistently, don't use different definitions for the same terms.

Avoid creating confusing definitions

Technical, complex or uncommon language blocks understanding, use simple language.
Don't use definitions that need more definitions to understand. For more information visit Government Style Manual for Defining words:
harder than it sounds (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/blog/defining-words-harder-it-sounds)
If you find you need to define a lot of terms, this is a sign that your content needs to be developed. For support with content
development contact the Content design team (mailto:Dissemination Customer Support WDB?subject=Content development support) .

Don't use the feature for other purposes

The definitions in context feature is not for:

Spelling out acronyms
Providing contextual information
Defining technical terms which have plain English alternatives.

Examples

Income unit:

A group of two or more people who usually live in the same household and are related to each other through a couple relationship or

parent/dependent child relationship; or a lone person who is not party to either such relationship.

Independent schools:

Schools associated to religious (excluding Catholicism) or non-religious bodies, or are entirely independent from government administration.

Inflation:

Increase in prices over time.

Seasonally adjusted:

Removes seasonal price changes in goods and services to make trends more accurate and clear. 

Examples of what not to do

Inflation

The phenomenon where, in the economy, the purchasing power for goods and services diminishes with ongoing time progression.

Unnecessary words and complexity, includes technical terms which have plain English alternatives or need further definitions

The inflation rate rise was the largest since 20xx

Contextual information - external

Note the methodology for calculating inflation changed this quarter - see methodology for details.

Contextual information - internal

Related information
Related information releases

This is an optional section for areas whose users often jump to other relevant releases for context.

This heading should be in its own section (h2). The related releases list should include:
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Maximum of 5 related topics pages (Linking to large amounts of products makes them all feel less relevant as it comes across as an index of
all products).
Do not use a collapsable section.
Make the page title a hyperlink to the product
Include a short, one sentence blurb (can be the page description) of the product to aid in user in understand what that page is about.
Put the section after the data downloads near the end of the page.
 

Methodology overview
Purpose

The methodology overview gives users a high-level summary of essential information.

There are six fields to complete. Suggested content for each field is shown below.  

If there's a section you don't need, write 'not applicable to this release'.
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Example

Building approvals

 

Example of Methodology overview

Headings

Headings are predetermined and have been chosen to answer the most commonly asked questions from our customers.

Scope

Describe who or what is included and excluded in the release. You might include:

Target population or Statistical unit
Sample inclusions and exclusions

Geography

List the statistical geographies available.  You might include:

What area level the data is available at (national, state, etc.)
Significant and relevant geographical exclusions

Source

Provide the name of the collection or provide a succinct description of it if it doesn’t have one.

Collection method

Describe the most important aspects of how the data is collected.  You might include:

Collection type (survey, admin, census)
How the information is collected
Frequency
Number of items / people in the sample
Where data is derived from (dataset combinations)
Response rates
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Concepts, sources and methods

Provide a link to the relevant Concepts sources & methods document if available.

Use the text: Descriptions of the underlying concepts and methods used are available in Name of concept sources and methods (Not a link) 

If no Concept, sources and methods documents exist, other supporting material may be linked here, for example standards and
classifications. Otherwise you can write “Not applicable for this release”.

History of changes

Briefly describe when significant changes to the collection methodology occurred.

If there are multiple, describe the most recent or significant change and link to the relevant section in the methodology using the text: Full

history of changes (This is not a link) .

If there are no history of changes write “Not applicable to this release”.

Important changes include:

Changes in order of significance
Gaps is series
If the publication is new.

History of changes

Link to History if changes section will need to be updated each release.

Formatting
Each box is limited to 250 characters, including spaces.
Use dot points for lists.
Hyperlink to relevant pages as appropriate.
As with all content, use plain language, front loaded active sentences.

Character count

There is a known issue with the 250 character count. Currently dot points in lists are being counted as characters.  This will be rectified with an
IPE release in Dec 2023. Until then you will need to include dot points as part of the character count.

Visualisation
Choosing the right visualisation

When thinking of using a visualisation, you should ask the following questions:

Who is the target audience?
What is the simplest way to present this information?
How will this visualisation help the reader understand the information quickly?

Visualisations reveal stories, patterns, clusters, relationships, anomalies and outliers that are not as obvious or are harder to see in table or text.

A simple visualisation reduces the risk of misinterpretation and is more likely to be read.

Example: A highly detailed graph that shows a number of ideas with caveats is difficult to understand quickly. A topic page will provide limited
value as users of these pages are time poor and looking for quick answers. However, this detailed graph in an in-depth article or information

paper would be of higher value, as users are there to understand more complex issues.

When to use a graph

Graphs and visualisations are traditionally used to reveal stories, patterns, clusters, relationships, anomalies and outliers that are not as obvious
or are harder to see in table or text. They show:

Trends, such as change over time
Statistical distributions and patterns
Simple comparisons, such as totals for different categories or different rates of change
Processes and relationships, such as an organisational structure or a workflow chart
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When to use an image
Images should be used sparingly and only when there is necessity to improve understand through a visual medium
Any useful information displayed in an image, needs to be repeated in text. Having images described in text also helps search engines find
content
Users want to easily understand information

How to?

To ensure value, please read the detailed image and diagram guide (/statistics/standards/web-content-guidelines/version-10/images-and-
diagrams)  
Ensure your image looks professional and is  and works well in IPE by following the improve image quality guide (/statistics/standards/web-
content-guidelines/version-10/images-and-diagrams#ensuring-image-quality)
To ensure your image is accessible (/statistics/standards/web-content-guidelines/version-10/making-visualisation-accessible) , use the
articulated purpose of the image to guide your authoring of the long description
 

When to use a map

What is the purpose of releasing the information in a map?
In the context of your release, what do you want your users to know? 
How is a map going to assist them in understanding this release or key data?
Consider whether a map is the best and clearest way to tell the story you want to tell - written content or a table may be better, or referring
to the downloads

Understanding user needs

The ABS is responsible for presenting information in a way that is accurate and easy to understand. To do this, content needs to be presented in

graphs and charts that are easy to read and interpret.

Quotes from ABS website users:

“Give me the data behind the graph so I can use it!”
“ABS graphs are unattractive and hard to understand, so I usually have to recreate them myself. This can be difficult when it’s not clear
where the data has come from."
“…sometimes if the graphs are there then we'll take those graphs and use those, but they don't always fit what we need them to fit in terms
of being easy to understand"

By making graphs easy to read and interpret:

Decreases the likelihood of misinterpretation
Improves overall understanding of the content
Makes scanning and quick analysis of the content easier
Is more relevant to data consumers

“I just want to read it and understand it. Sometimes when you're looking at a graph, you're like, what was all that?"

Our research told us that users:

Want to scan and understand content at a glance
Need easily digestible content that can be copied and pasted
Desire to understand our information, irrespective of their statistical experience or cognitive ability
Can be overwhelmed by the amount of information on the current website
Are confused by the lack of consistency in style of current graphs

“Having really easy to access complete data stats and graphs are the things that I would like to see on the site.”

How do we keep it simple and consistent?

Identify graph types that are easy to read whilst being statically accurate
Understand the narrative of the data and match it to a digestible graph type
Understand the best graph to convey different types of information
Refine and update content based on user needs and feedback. Don't repeat because we didn't get a complaint last time
Ensure the data is easy to access so customers can make their own graphs

“If I wanted to customise it I would pull it out and put it into excel”

*All quotes where collected during research with ABS users. These users are from a range of statistical backgrounds, including data analysts,
academics and data journalists.
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Making visualisation accessible
Why it's important

Accessibility is about ensuring our website and content is easy to use for everyone, including the vision impaired. By making it easier for people
who find it the most difficult, you will inherently make it easier for everyone to use.

Easy to consume content results in improved understanding and appreciation. This leads to an improved sense of value.

Alt text, captions and long descriptions
Alt-text is a hidden description of an image that can be read by screen readers or appears when the image fails to load
A caption is a viewable description of what an image is. This is also read by screen readers
Alt-text and captions both describe what an image is. The difference is that alt-text will also describe that there is an image, and any system
functions, such as if the image is also a link
A long description is optionally viewable for the user and describes in text what the image conveys in full. This is also read by screen readers.
 

Long descriptions

A long text description is a full description of a complex image. It helps people who don’t understand diagrams as well as those who can’t see
them, such as those using screen readers.

Long descriptions also aid search engine discovery.
 

When a long description isn’t needed

When the image does not contribute any additional information to what has already been described in the text on the page. (If this is the case,
you may reconsider whether you still wish to include the image).

How to write

To write long description, imagine you're describing the essential elements of the image in a radio interview or over the phone. Explain the
important data aspects, not necessarily the visual details.

Be sure to include:

The type of image. E.g. graph, diagram, map (unless this has been specified in the alt text)
Information contained in the image not described elsewhere in text
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Static map example

Map of the 2016 Remoteness areas of Australia that shows the distribution of remoteness areas in Australia. The map divides Australia into the
five remoteness area categories: major cities of Australia; inner regional Australia; outer regional Australia; remote Australia and very remote
Australia. Very remote areas make up the vast majority of the country. The less remote areas are shown to be mainly along the east and south
east coast, as well as in the south west. Levels of remoteness tend to increase with increased distance from the coastline. Major cities comprise
the smallest areas, surrounding the capital cities in each state or territory except the Tasmania and Northern Territory.
Long text:

Map of the 2016 Remoteness areas of Australia that shows the distribution of remoteness areas in Australia. (Potentially leave this out if this
information is contained in the alt text).

The map divides Australia into the five remoteness area categories: major cities of Australia; inner regional Australia; outer regional Australia;
remote Australia and very remote Australia.

Very remote areas make up the vast majority of the country. The less remote areas are shown to be mainly along the east and south east coast,

as well as in the south west. Levels of remoteness tend to increase with increased distance from the coastline. Major cities comprise the smallest
areas, surrounding the capital cities in each state or territory except the Tasmania and Northern Territory.
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Example: Flow diagram

The not employed population is classified by the conceptual framework as either unemployed or not in the labour force. The population not in
the labour force is further subdivided according to their level of marginal attachment to the labour force. This is determined by their desire to
work, whether they are actively looking for work, and their availability to start work in the next four weeks. To be considered marginally
attached to the labour force, persons must be wanting to work. Those actively looking for work but not available to start work in the reference
week are considered marginally attached. They may either be available to start work within four weeks or not available to start work within four
weeks. Those not actively looking for work but available to start within four weeks are also considered marginally attached. They may be not
actively looking for labour market reasons or not actively looking for other reasons. Those not actively looking for labour market reasons make
up a subcategory called discouraged job seekers. The populations considered not marginally attached are those not wanting to work, as well as
those wanting to work but not actively looking for work and not available to start work within four weeks.
Long description behind image

The not employed population is classified by the conceptual framework as either unemployed or not in the labour force. The population not in
the labour force is further subdivided according to their level of marginal attachment to the labour force. This is determined by their desire to
work, whether they are actively looking for work, and their availability to start work in the next four weeks.

To be considered marginally attached to the labour force, persons must be wanting to work. Those actively looking for work but not available to
start work in the reference week are considered marginally attached. They may either be available to start work within four weeks or not
available to start work within four weeks. Those not actively looking for work but available to start within four weeks are also considered
marginally attached. They may be not actively looking for labour market reasons or not actively looking for other reasons. Those not actively

looking for labour market reasons make up a subcategory called discouraged job seekers.

The populations considered not marginally attached are those not wanting to work, as well as those wanting to work but not actively looking
for work and not available to start work within four weeks.

Images and diagrams
Ensure their value

Images such as flow charts, diagrams and word clouds should be used sparingly and only when they support the story you are trying to tell with
the data.

Ensure their value

Clearly articulate the purpose of your image
Use sparingly and only when they support users understanding the content
Everything on the new website must be fully accessible, so include a long description

Guidelines

'Decorative' images are not to be used in statistical content
Graphs should be produced in high-charts in IPE and should not be uploaded as an image
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Images and diagrams should avoid having large amounts of data or text in them, as it can be difficult to read. A guiding principal is one idea
or concept per image.

Ensuring image quality

The ABS website has limited horizontal space for images. As a result, large images can suffer in quality when re-sized on devices such as tablet
and smart phones.  To ensure the best image quality, apply the following principals:

Use the correct file type and canvas size. To learn how to do this, follow the step by step guide to higher quality images
Avoid the use of decorative colours. When colour must be used, ensure you use the correct colour contrast ratios. See Making accessible
visualisations for colour contrast recommendations
Use large text, clear font types (Segoe UI or Calibri) and use more line spacing
Avoid large amounts of data and text in the images. Instead follow the image with a table and/or text
For wider images like time lines, present them vertically instead

Important: Always preview your image in IPE at different screen sizes before you publish and check for mistakes or reduced visibility of content.

Important

Always preview your image in IPE at different screen sizes before you publish and check for mistakes or reduced visibility of content.

Accessibility

Any useful information displayed in an image, needs to be repeated in text
Having images described in text also helps search engines like Google find content
We provide detailed descriptions for our images, supporting those who may be vision impaired
Images must contain accessible colours and colour contrasts 

Why we avoid infographics on the new website
They don’t scale well on mobile devices
Aren’t accessible for people with vision impairments- screen readers can’t read text in a picture
Not findable - text is effectively hidden from Google searches

Graphs
Graphs on the website

Graphs and visualisation are traditionally used to reveal stories, patterns, clusters, relationships, anomalies and outliers that are not as obvious
and/or are harder to see in table or text. They show:

trends, such as change over time
statistical distributions and patterns
simple comparisons, such as totals for different categories or different rates of change
processes and relationships, such as an organisational structure or a workflow chart.
 

Guide to better graphs

The Guide to better graphs (https://author-mirror.absweb.aws.abs.gov.au/articles/guide-better-graphs#key-principles) helps you create graphs

that are:

easy to read and understand
statistically accurate
in line with best practice data visualisation techniques

Available graph templates

Area - Stacking
Bar - Default
Bar - Stacked Normal
Bar - Stacked Percentage
Bubble - Default
Column - Default
Column - Stacked Normal
Column - Stacked Percentage
Combination - 2 Column with Line
Combination - Bar with Line
Combination - Bar with Spline
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Combination - Column with Dot
Combination - Column with Line
Combination - Column with Spline
Combination - Column with Two lines
Combination - Line with Area Stacking
Combination - Line with Spline
Combination - Stacked Column with Line
Dot plot (Cleveland)
Dual Axis - Column(Reversed) with Line
Dual Axis - Column Overlaid
Dual Axis - Column with 2 Lines
Dual Axis - Column with Column
Dual Axis - Column with Dot
Dual Axis - Column with Line
Dual Axis - Column with Spline
Dual Axis - Combination Column with Line Overlaid
Dual Axis - Line with 2 Lines
Dual Axis - Line with Line
Dual Axis - Line with Shaded area
Dual Axis - Line with Spline
Dual Axis - Stacked Column Overlaid
Dual Axis - Stacked Column with Line
Line - Connected Nulls
Line - Default
Line - Delayed (Concept)
Line - Logarithmic
Line - Series Break
Line - Standard RSE area
Line - Standard with Shaded area
Pyramid - 1 series (Gender)
Pyramid - 2 series (Gender)
Scatter - Default
Scatter - Line of Best Fit
Spline - Default
Treemap - Default
Treemap - Grouping

Tables
Key principles

Good tables allow users to scan, analyse and compare information quickly.

Provide data in a manageable and easy to read format.
Should be self-explanatory, as often users read tables before reading text.
Use informative, plain English titles, row and column headers for easier understanding.
Only include the most sought after data, the rest can stay in the spreadsheets (data downloads).

See the Australian Government Style Manual Tables (https://www.stylemanual.gov.au/structuring-content/tables)  guide for additional

information.

Tips on how to simplify tables 

Simplify your tables to reduce cognitive overload and make it easier for people using screen readers.

Split large tables into smaller tables that focus on a single idea or data set.
Avoid indentation where possible. Screen readers have difficulty navigating a table with blank cells.
Flatten the heading structure of the table.
Do not leave cells empty. Use ‘zero’ or ‘nil’ or 'n/a' where there is no data.
If it is numeric data, use the numeric zero (0). Only use zero if that is the true value.
Align text to the left and numeric data to the right. It’s helpful to give column headers the same alignment as the data in the cells below.
Decimal points in a column should align
Before importing excel tables to IPE using macro, it is important to format the tables correctly such as column alignment, bold text,
thousand separator for numeric data, and adding unit to column headings.
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Simple tables

Have a maximum of 1 row/column of headings. These tables are easier to read and more accessible. 

Type of long-term health condition(a) by dwelling type, 2021

Type of long-term health condition Living in non-private dwellings (%) Living in private dwellings (%)

Arthritis 11.2 8.4

Asthma 5.4 8.2

Cancer 4.0 2.8

Dementia 11.3 0.4

Diabetes 5.6 4.7

Heart disease 7.5 3.8

Kidney disease 2.0 0.9

Lung condition  2.8 1.7

Mental health condition 13.4 8.6

Stroke 3.1 0.9

Any other long-term health condition(s) 13.2 7.9

a. Respondents had the option to record multiple long-term health conditions therefore aggregations of percentages will not equal 100%.

Hierarchical tables

For more in depth analysis the data may display better using a hierarchical table.

These are tables with:

irregular headers have header cells that span multiple columns and/or rows.
multi-level headers have multiple header cells associated per data cell.

Accessibility of complex tables

To improve the accessibility of complex tables it is important to minimise the number of blank cells in a table.  This is why it is recommended to
merge cells where possible.  The examples below demonstrate some complex tables with the collapsible section providing details of how to

achieve the most accessible table possible.

Irregular headings

Dwellings approved, states and territories, trend

 
Private sector houses Total dwelling unit approvals

no. Monthly change (%) no. Monthly change (%)

New South Wales 2,243 -1.8 3,923 -2.5

Victoria 3,144 0.6 4,657 -3.1

Queensland 2,047 0.3 3,082 -0.1

South Australia 873 3.4 1,087 2.0

Western Australia 1,178 -0.6 1,499 0.6

Tasmania na na 269 3.1

Northern Territory na na 61 5.2

Australian Capital Territory na na 442 0.7

Australia 9,842 0.0 14,974 -1.5
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Table setup when using irregular headings

Multi-level headings

March key figures, percentage changes (a)

   
Dec 20 to

Mar 21
Mar 21 to

Jun 21
Jun 21 to

Sep 21
Sep 21 to

Dec 21
Dec 21 to

Mar 22
Through the year, Mar 21

to Mar 22

Chain volume GDP and related measures (b)

  GDP 1.8 0.8 -1.8 3.6 0.8 3.3

  GDP per capita (c) 1.8 0.6 -1.8 3.5 0.3 2.5

 
Gross value added market
sector (d) 1.9 1.4 -1.6 3.6 0.7 4.2

 
Real net national disposable
income 3.4 2.5 -4 2.6 1.4 2.4

Productivity

  GDP per hour worked 0.8 -1.1 3.1 -0.8 1.7 2.8

  Real unit labour costs 0.3 - 0.1 -0.8 -2 -2.7

Prices

 
GDP chain price index
(original) 3.1 3.4 0.2 -0.6 4.9 8.2

  Terms of trade 7.7 8 -0.5 -4.9 5.9 8.3

Current price measures

  GDP 3.8 3.2 -0.6 3.5 3.7 10.2

  Household saving ratio 13.8 11.8 19.7 13.4 11.4 na

na not available

a. Change on preceding quarter, except for the last column which shows the change between the current quarter and the corresponding quarter of the previous year.
Excludes Household saving ratio.

b. Reference year for chain volume measures and real income measures is 2019-20.
c. Population estimates are as published in the National, state and territory population (https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/people/population/national-state-and-

territory-population/latest-release)  and ABS projections.
d. ANZSIC divisions A to N, R and S. See Glossary - Market sector.
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Table setup when using multi level headings

Table footnotes

These are notes at the bottom of a table to assist users to understand the table.

They should be applied in the following order:

abbreviations (na, np)
lower case alpha list of annotations
general note to the table
source of data (if from external source).

 The IPE user guide provides information on creating a lower case alpha list in the section Adding bullet, number and alpha lists (https://author-
mirror.absweb.aws.abs.gov.au/statistics/standards/internal-publishing-environment-user-guide/version-10/editing-ipe#adding-bullet-number-

and-alpha-lists) .

Creating tables in IPE

When creating tables in IPE it is recommended to use the Complex table from the Add paragraph menu. Complex tables in IPE have more
formatting options that align with content guidelines.

For more information on how to create tables in IPE refer to the IPE user guide section Complex tables (https://author-

mirror.absweb.aws.abs.gov.au/statistics/standards/internal-publishing-environment-user-guide/version-10/tables#complex-table) 

Maps
Purpose of maps

Maps can help people visualise statistical data and discover spatial patterns hidden in tables and charts. 
Maps can present a clear story if they are simple and easy to read. 
Maps are not always the best option; written content, a table, chart, or referring to available downloads may be better for your publication.

There are different type of maps as well as many different ways of presenting information on a map. The type of map used will depend on the
topic and the data's geography.

In the context of your release, what do you want your users to know? 
How would a map assist users to better understand this release or key data?

Maps

Maps also sometimes referred to as 'Graph maps' allow you to visualise your data using a geographical region. They are the preferred over
Static maps.
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These maps are available at

State and territory (2016)
Greater Capital City Statistical Area (GCCSA 2016)
SA4 Australia and individual State and territory (2016 & 2021)
SA3 Individual State and territory (2016 & 2021)

For more details on these maps refer to the IPE user guide section on Maps (https://author-

mirror.absweb.aws.abs.gov.au/statistics/standards/internal-publishing-environment-user-guide/version-10/maps) 

Interactive maps

An interactive map can display more complex information at a wide range of geographic scales. Users can also zoom into areas of interest for
closer examination, and interactive with the map to receive additional information and statistics. 

An interactive map may be a useful tool for complex comparisons across regions or for more detailed data.
These maps are linked externally through a direct ArcGIS URL (https://absstats.maps.arcgis.com/
(https://absstats.maps.arcgis.com/home/index.html) ...), not embedded directly into the page.
The link name should have 'interactive map' at the end.
Don't rely on the map to reveal the key highlights. Include an adequate summary before or after the map link on the topic page.
After new data is released, existing interactive maps can be updated in turn. Embargoed or non-released content is not to be published in
interactive maps.

To discuss the development of an interactive map please contact the Geography section. (mailto:geography.reference.wdb@abs.gov.au) 

Example: At risk populations: health conditions distribution interactive map (https://absstats.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?
appid=bacd58f73b554c329f431ceb02ef9ab8)
 

Static maps

This option is the least preferred map 

Are captured as an image and used to demonstrate simple information. 
Users should be able to quickly understand the information displayed.
ABS Standards for colours, fonts, and format etc. must be used in all maps. 
If detailed information is included as part of the map image, then further description may not be required. Otherwise, a detailed description
will need to accompany the map.

To discuss the requirements of a static map please contact the Geography section (geography@abs.gov.au) 
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29/08/2023, 15:12 Web Content Guidelines, Version 1.0 | Australian Bureau of Statistics

https://mirror.test.abs.gov.au/book/export/35799/print 43/43

Static map example

Detailed description:

2016 Remoteness Areas of Australia

The map divides Australia into the five Remoteness Area categories:  Major Cities of Australia; Inner Regional Australia; Outer Regional Australia;
Remote Australia and Very Remote Australia. 

Very Remote Areas make up the vast majority of the country. The less remote areas are shown to be mainly along the east and south east coast,
as well as in the south west. Levels of remoteness tend to increase with increased distance from the coastline. Major Cities comprise the
smallest areas, surrounding the capital cities in each state or territory except Tasmania and Northern Territory. 
 

Help and support

Contact geography@abs.gov.au (mailto:geography@abs.gov.au) for more information on:

whether your publication could, or should, include a map, 
what type of map is right for your publication, and
established mapping standards. 
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Luke Penrith Naseli Tamwoy

The artists

Badu Island artist Naseli Tamwoy’s works focus on 
cultural traditions and practices. Naseli’s works are 
inspired by cultural traditions embedded in him 
through his father’s knowledge and teachings. His 
identity and heritage comes from the Maluililgal 
people of Badu Island on his father’s side.

Naseli’s artworks tell of his strong connection with 
cultural traditions and practises and depict his 
style of Torres Strait linocut designs. Many of his 
works capture sea life and food sources through 
hunting practices shown in many of his linocut 
prints.

“Words cannot define my emotions of being away 
from country but my art keeps me connected to 
my stories, family and Island”

Luke Penrith’s ancestry is connected through 
the Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, the Yuin and the 
Gumbaynggirr Nation. His passion is mentoring 
and nurturing Indigenous Australian job seekers 
and supporting Aboriginal businesses.

Lore, culture and heritage are paramount to 
Luke. His art reflects what he sees, hears and can 
smell and touch; he is a modern contemporary 
Aboriginal Artist living in Brungle NSW.

Luke’s bloodlines are connected through the rivers, 
the mountains, the coastline and the plains.
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Artwork

Artwork title:  
Our Story. Our Future.

The artwork should be 
credited at all times. Credit 
should be applied by including 
either the citation or the 
brand story.

Brand story
‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud 
Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and Gumbaynggirr 
artist Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu 
Island artist Naseli Tamwoy. 

It tells the story of how the ABS works with 
communities to see, hear and acknowledge 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, 
cultures and experiences in our national story. 

The artwork celebrates our stories being seen 
and heard for the benefit of future generations. 
It embraces the cultural importance of storytelling 
and information sharing, entwined with a focus on 
working together for a strong future for children, 
family and community. 

The use of colours and inclusion of country, land 
and sea, rivers and desert, reflect the diversity 
of our peoples and culture across the country.

Citation
‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud 
Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and Gumbaynggirr artist 
Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu Island artist 
Naseli Tamwoy.
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Understanding the artwork

The yellow river of knowledge flows 
through the center of the piece, 
representing the two way flow of 
information, from and to community 
– a central stream of sharing and a 
sign of unity. Also representing the
importance of the old people to 
carry culture with strength into the 
future and their footsteps reflected 
on either side of the river.

Across the top left of the image, 
blue and green reflect the land, 
sea and communities of the 
Torres Strait Islands. 

The Torres Strait Islander 
communities joining and 
sharing in the river of 
knowledge. 

The Aboriginal 
communities joining and 
sharing in the river of 
knowledge. 

The yarning circles in 
the river reflect the 
role communities play, 
engaging with data 
and sharing insights 
that enhance individual 
and family life, through 
health, education and 
employment outcomes. It 
shows a coming together 
through people, cultures 
and knowledge to develop 
relationships based on 
trust, capability, and 
support. 

The stars allow us to navigate 
naturally and know the true 
path, while the moon tells us the 
different tides and time of the 
seasons. 

The artists aknowledge all 
people from the sea, to the 
rivers, into the mountains and 
through to the desert. Working 
together for a strong future for 
children, family and community.

The six moons reflect 
Torres Strait communities 
sharing stories, trading 
goods, dancing and learning 
– passing knowledge from 
one generation to the next. 

1
2

4

5

6

3

The white inside the 
Aboriginal community 
yarning circles represents 
a cleansing smoke from 
ceremony, a commitment 
to journey forward 
together.

sea

mountains

desert

river

Across the bottom right of the image, the 
red, sand and ochre colours reflect the 
communities of the Aboriginal nations. Rele
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Extended brand story

‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud 
Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and Gumbaynggirr artist 
Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu Island 
artist Naseli Tamwoy. 

It tells the story of how the ABS works with 
communities to see, hear and acknowledge 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, 
cultures and experiences in our national story. 

The artwork celebrates our stories being seen 
and heard for the benefit of future generations. It 
embraces the cultural importance of storytelling 
and information sharing, entwined with a focus on 
working together for a strong future for children, 
family and community. 

The use of colours and inclusion of country, land 
and sea, rivers and desert, reflect the diversity of 
our peoples and culture across the country. 

The river of knowledge flows through the center 
of the piece, representing the two way flow of 
information, from and to community – a central 
stream of sharing and a sign of unity. Within 
the river of knowledge, are two yarning circles, 
representing both Aboriginal (with a sequence of 
dots coming together) and Torres Strait Islander 
communities (through the traditional star motif). 
The flowing river of knowledge also symbolises the 
importance of the old people to carry culture with 
strength into the future, their footsteps reflected on 
either side of the river. 

The yarning circles in the river reflect the role 
communities play, engaging with data and sharing 
insights that enhance individual and family life, 
through health, education and employment 
outcomes. It shows a coming together through 
people, cultures and knowledge to develop 
relationships based on trust, capability, and support. 

Across the top left of the image, blue and green 
reflects the land, sea and communities of the 
Torres Strait Islands. The stars allow us to navigate 
naturally and know the true path, while the moon 
tells us the different tides and time of the seasons. 
These elements signify our strength in culture, 
traditionally gathering for ceremonies, for lore 
and for celebration. Within this section the moons 
reflect Torres Strait communities sharing stories, 
trading goods, dancing and learning – key elements 
of Torres Strait culture and shared knowledge from 
one generation to the next. 

Across the bottom right of the image, ochre 
represents the land and country of the many 
Aboriginal people who have walked before us and 
the long and continuing connection to country. The 
white lines represent the cooler climate where frost 
is frequent, the browns represent the river people, 
blues represent the saltwater people, and the green 
is for the mountains. The white inside the Aboriginal 
community yarning circles represent a cleansing 
smoke from ceremony, a commitment to journey 
forward together.
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Headline font

Headline font

Quicksand Regular
ABCDEFGHJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghjklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Headline font

Quicksand Bold
ABCDEFGHJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghjklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Aa Aa

An important ingredient in our 
brand is the soft and rounded 
san serif font, Quicksand. 

It is designed for display 
purposes but legible enough 
to use in small sizes as well. 
Quicksand font family is 
available in three styles which is 
Light, Regular and Bold including 
true italics for each weight.

Use this fonts for:
• Headlines
• Pull quotes
• Feature text
• Covers
• Captions

Quicksand is a free google 
font that can be used across 
all applications. It can be 
downloaded from here:  
https://fonts.google.com/
specimen/Quicksand

If Quicksand, is unavailable for 
general business use, please use 
Arial Regular and Bold.

Arial Regular / Arial Bold 

*  Please note: The following 
page should be reviewed in 
relation to corporate templates 
and font use.
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Body font

Frutiger Condensed Bold
ABCDEFGHJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghjklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Frutiger Condensed Light
ABCDEFGHJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghjklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Aa Aa

Supporting brand synergy with 
the ABS corporate brand, our 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander brand features the 
same body font family. 

Frutiger Condensed has been 
shown here for use in all body 
and table copy. A san serif 
condensed font like Frutiger is 
perfect for use when a lot of 
information needs to fit in a 
smaller space. 

Use this fonts for:
• Body copy
• Graphs
• Tables

As per the ABS brand guidelines. 
If Fruitger, is unavailable for 
general business use, please 
use Calibri Regular and Bold.

Calibri Regular / Calibri Bold 

*  Please note: Calibri is the 
only font that should be used 
when creating corporate 
templates to share within 
the organisation. This is to 
maintain a simplified and 
consistent standard.

Body fontBody font
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Title

When locking up the ABS logo 
and the brand title, please use 
the EPS files supplied to ensure 
consistent spacing is applied. 

Please adhere to the minimum 
size requirements of the ABS 
corporate logo. The minimum 
width of the ABS logo is 20mm. 
The minimum width of the 
artwork title is also 20mm. 
However, where it may not be 
possible to adhere to this, the 
logo and title may be altered 
in width, but must remain 
recognisable. They must not be 
stretched disproportionately for 
any reason and must not be 
overlaid over each other. 

When minimum sizing is a 
concern. The ABS logo can be 
used as the official logo, and the 
Our Story. Our Future. title can 
be used independently within 
the design.

Title

Minimum size 20mm

Minimum size 20mm

ABS logo and title in-line lockup ABS logo and title vertical lockup

Minimum size 20mmRele
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Primary colours

To ensure synergy with the ABS 
corporate brand, the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander brand 
features the same colour palette 
with the addition of tints to 
soften the colours to enable use 
with the artwork.

60%60% 60%60%60%60%

20%

5%

30%

10%

30%

5%

20%

5%

20%

5%

30%

10%

Existing ABS colour palette

CMYK: 24/100/79/18
RGB: 164/30/52
HEX: #a41e34
PMS: 201

CMYK: 4/67/100/0
RGB: 235/114/3
HEX: #eb7203
PMS: 152

CMYK: 4/16/87/0
RGB: 246/207/63
HEX: #f6cf3f
PMS: 129

CMYK: 34/12/100/0
RGB: 181/190/0
HEX: #b5be00
PMS: 376

CMYK: 100/15/59/2
RGB: 0/147/131
HEX: #009383
PMS: 3285

CMYK: 87/63/17/2
RGB: 50/98/151
HEX: #326297
PMS: 653
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Supporting colours

Additional colours have 
been chosen to support the 
iconography.

These colours may be 
used in higher level brand 
communication in replacement 
of the ABS coporate brand 
colours as a hero colour 
where approved by Strategic 
Communications.

See following pages for more 
information on iconography.

Indigenous brand supporting colours

CMYK: 13/25/52/6
RGB: 199/171/126
HEX: #c7ab7e
PMS: 466

CMYK: 38/22/59/18
RGB: 138/145/106
HEX: #8a916a
PMS: 5773

CMYK: 25/38/55/20
RGB: 154/128/103
HEX: #9a8067
PMS: 2470

CMYK: 51/26/0/0
RGB: 123/165/233
HEX: #7ba5e9
PMS: 659

CMYK: 20/50/27/9
RGB: 176/124/139
HEX: #b07c8b
PMS: 5005

CMYK: 0/31/97/0
RGB: 244/98/151
HEX: #f4af2d
PMS: 4008

60%60% 60%60%60%60%

30%

10%

30%

10%

30%

10%

30%

10%

30%

10%

30%

10%
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Elements and iconography

The commissioned artwork 
features a series of yarning 
circles, moons, and meeting 
place iconography.
 
These graphics will build 
a visual language around 
connection, representation, 
inclusion, sharing information 
and storytelling.

These designs and elements 
can be combined with 
additional storytelling 
illustrations (see following 
page) to improve 
communication and reduce the 
number of words needed.

Visually representing important 
points and key messages can 
improve readability.

Naseli Tamwoy (Maluililgal people, Badu Isand, Torres Strait) – Artist elements

Luke Penrith (Wiradjuri, Wotjbaluk, Yuin and Gumbaynggirr) – Artist elements

Combined iconography examples. More can be created from combinations of the elements above and these can be adapted as required
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Story illustrations

Illustrations can be created to 
visualise the story the data is 
telling. 

Illustrations should be made up 
primarily of the brand colours, 
with flexibility to create new 
tones where context is needed.

Story telling illustrations are 
colourful, fun, engaging and 
help to visualise the data. 

Using the artist elements to 
create these circular illustrations 
helps to add character, texture, 
interest and connection to the 
brand artwork.

On the following page is a 
general guide for how to 
create new story telling 
illustrations.
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Creating story illustrations 

A handrawn circle, that isn’t a 
perfect shape is the ideal base.

Use colours from:
• ABS corporate brand palette 
• ABS Indigenous brand palette 

Use tints of 80%, 50% or 40%.

Create illustration elements that 
are simple, friendly and have 
character. Examples provided.

This may mean a traditional 
symmetrical shape will need to 
be redrawn so that it isn’t perfect.

Colours outside of the brand can 
be introduced in small amounts 
here. 

Final step is the layer together.

Sometimes it is nice to:
•  Have the pattern on the circle 

protrude slightly
• Use the circle to hold the 

shape of the character as 
seen in our doctor icon

• Use an outline to emphasis 
a shape

Create new story illustrations to suit your content. Illustrations support visual 
story telling, break up heavy content and create a focus point.
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Cropping the artwork

The area of the artwork 
highlighted in blue represents 
the Torres Strait Islander culture 
through colour and design. 
Equally the opposite corner is 
strong with Aboriginal designs 
and recognisable colour palette.

These colours are also reflected 
in the ABS corporate brand and 
symbolise the way we partner 
with communities.

This portioning of the artwork 
ensures brand flexibility which 
can be tailored for specific 
audience communication. 

When cropping the artwork, 
ensure elements from both the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander portions are included 
to create balanced cultural 
representation. Where possible 
the white stars from the top left 
should be included.

Balance may not always be an 
even 50% split, and may vary 
depending on your audience.

However, for general use, a 50% 
split is ideal.

When cropping, it is nice to 
focus on a key element. 

Brand artwork areas Brand artwork example crops

 GOOD – This example shows the yellow and green moon element

 GOOD – This example shows the star element

 GOOD – This example shows the two moons and star elements

 GOOD – This example shows the moon element on left

 NOT AS GOOD – Only a little slice of the star and moon elements

 NOT AS GOOD – Only a little slice of the star, no clear focus
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Do’s and don’t’s

  Do crop and zoom the artwork in any banner 
or boarder format to suit a design layout

Title goes here 
Subtitle goes here

  Don’t skew the artwork out of 
1:1 proportion

  Don’t flip/mirror the artwork   Don’t combine elements to create 
a new version of the artwork

  Do maintain the artwork in 1:1 
proportion

  Do use the artwork in black 
and white where colour 
printing is not available.

  Do neatly cut around elements in the 
artwork to create a shaped edge

  Do rotate the artwork

  Do use artwork elements
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Application of the brand 

There are four ways to apply the brand to allow for 
flexibility to meet different project requirements.

What is the NATSIHS?
The National Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Health Survey (NATSIHS) 
2018-19 was conducted by the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 
from July 2018 until April 2019.

The survey collected information 
about the health status of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples. It 
focused on health conditions, lifestyle 
factors, health service use, social and 
emotional wellbeing, and physical 
measurements. For the first time, in 
2018-19 the NATSIHS also included a 
voluntary, self-administered hearing 
test for people aged 7 years and over 
who did not have a cochlear implant.

Who was included
A random selection of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples of all 
ages were interviewed. The survey took 
place across all States and Territories, 
including remote communities. 
Nationally, the sample included about 
10,500 people from around 6,500 
households.

How the NATSIHS supports our 
communities
Information from the survey is used 
to better understand the health and 
wellbeing of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples to assist 
in improving services and health 
programs to help them live healthier 
and happier lives.

Thank you
The ABS thanks everyone who 
contributed to the survey, especially the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people who shared their stories – your 
support and help are so important.

About the 2018-19 National 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Health Survey

‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and Gumbaynggirr artist Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu Island artist Naseli Tamwoy.

Have your say!
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander health survey workshops

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) is committed 
to early and ongoing conversations with Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people to help shape an upcoming 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health survey. 
We want to hear about your data needs, including how 
it should be collected to help make the survey culturally 
appropriate and successful.

The results of this survey are important to:
•   Provide a picture of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples’ health and wellbeing
•   Inform policy, services and programs to help people live 

healthier and happier lives.

‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and 
Gumbaynggirr artist Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu Island artist Naseli Tamwoy.

Our Story. 
Our Future.

Text goes here 
Text goes here

‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and Gumbaynggirr artist Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu Island artist Naseli Tamwoy.

Text goes here

– Text goes here (L1)
  – Text goes here (L2)
   • Text goes here (L3)

1.  Artwork as a solid block or 
background

This block and background application 
allows the artwork to surround or 
punctuate content. This is the truest 
application of the artwork.

2.  Artwork outline to finish on an element
A more fluid application of the brand that 
allows for creating a custom shape that 
wraps around an artwork element. 
Be mindful that this application can be 
harder to achieve balanced representation 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
elements.

3. Artwork elements in colour
A subtle application of the brand. The 
Artwork elements are featured in any 
combination of the brand colours that is 
suitable for the audience and application. 

4. Artwork elements as a watermark
A subtle application of the brand. The 
Artwork elements are made one single 
brand colour and used in a light tint 
(Generally 5-20% tint). 

1 in 5 Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander children learn 
a traditional language

Note: Children aged 4-14 years whose main language is not an Australian Indigenous language. 
Source: ABS, National Aborginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Survey, (cat. no. 4714.0) 2014-2015

Title goes here 
Subtitle goes here
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Links to the corporate brand

The Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander brand has been 
developed in consideration of 
the existing ABS corporate and 
social media brands. 

It uses the ABS corporate brand 
colours and body font, and has 
been designed to be flexible in 
application to support use with 
other ABS brands.

The range of options for 
application of the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander brand 
can be seen on the Application 
of brand page. 

Colours

Body Font

Frutiger Condensed Bold
ABCDEFGHJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghjklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Frutiger Condensed Light
ABCDEFGHJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghjklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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Social media

Where required, the artist 
elements or combined 
iconography can be added as 
a pale tint to the background. 
5% is used in these examples

Ether of the two social media 
colours can be used.

Placement and size of elements 
and combined iconography 
can vary depending on the 
complexity of the data being 
depicted.

1 in 5 Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander children learn 
a traditional language

Note: Children aged 4-14 years whose main language is not an Australian Indigenous language. 
Source: ABS, National Aborginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Survey, (cat. no. 4714.0) 2014-2015

1 in 5 Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander children learn 
a traditional language

Note: Children aged 4-14 years whose main language is not an Australian Indigenous language. 
Source: ABS, National Aborginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Survey, (cat. no. 4714.0) 2014-2015

Original Updated design with background

Elements can be used to create unique backgrounds. Here are a few examples.
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Merchandise – Full print polo shirt

Artwork adjustment for clear 
space – A few elements have 
been removed to make way for 
clear space around the logo. 

This is acceptable to achieve 
a high impact merchandise 
item. Elements should only be 
removed in consultation with the  
Strategic Communications team.
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Merchandise – Full print polo shirt

Noting mandatories:

Sleeve – The artwork on sleeves 
is a separate section of the 
artwork rather than continued 
wrap of the artwork. This was 
done to maximise elements 
visual on the shirt body.

Star – This element must be on 
every shirt in this area.

ABS Our Story Our Future logo 
–  ABS logo size requirements 
may need to be larger than 
the minimum 20mm to ensure 
clear visibility of the Australian 
Government crest. For this 
particular design, the ABS logo 
needed to be 45mm.

Artwork wrap around – On the 
left side.
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Merchandise – Partial print polo shirt

An example of a more subtle 
approach to the brand.
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Factsheet template

Limiting graphics to the artwork, 
or specific iconography related 
to content.

Draw out key figures at top of 
page representing content.

Use of simpler language and 
clearer tables for data delivery.
Separation of content neatly 
into columns.

Use of corporate Frutiger font 
as body copy, with a clearer 
and softer font replaced for 
headings and subheadings.

What is the NATSIHS?
The National Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Health Survey (NATSIHS) 
2018-19 was conducted by the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 
from July 2018 until April 2019.

The survey collected information 
about the health status of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples. It 
focused on health conditions, lifestyle 
factors, health service use, social and 
emotional wellbeing, and physical 
measurements. For the first time, in 
2018-19 the NATSIHS also included a 
voluntary, self-administered hearing 
test for people aged 7 years and over 
who did not have a cochlear implant.

Who was included
A random selection of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples of all 
ages were interviewed. The survey took 
place across all States and Territories, 
including remote communities. 
Nationally, the sample included about 
10,500 people from around 6,500 
households.

How the NATSIHS supports our 
communities
Information from the survey is used 
to better understand the health and 
wellbeing of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples to assist 
in improving services and health 
programs to help them live healthier 
and happier lives.

Thank you
The ABS thanks everyone who 
contributed to the survey, especially the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people who shared their stories – your 
support and help are so important.

About the 2018-19 National 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Health Survey

‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and Gumbaynggirr artist Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu Island artist Naseli Tamwoy.
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Our Future.

2018-19

2018-19 2012-13

Health conditions

More people aged 15+ rated their own health as 
excellent or very good

45% 39%

Overweight and obesity rates have increased for 
children aged 2-14 years

37% 20%

Overweight and obesity rates have increased for 
children aged 15+ years

71% 66%

More people had at least one chronic condition that 
posed a significant health problem

46% 40%

More people had hypertension 8% 5%

Depression reported by people aged 2+. 13% –

Depression reported by people aged 2+. 17% –

People living with profound or severe disability 

– non-remote areas 9% –

– remote areas 6% –

Asthma

– non-remote areas 9% –

– remote areas 6% –

Mental or behavioural conditions for people 2+ 

– non-remote areas 28% –

– remote areas 10% –

Risk factors

Never smoked, people aged 15-17 years 85% 77%

Never smoked, people aged 18-24 years 50% 43%

Less people smoke every day, aged 15+ 37% 41%

Less people 18+ drank more than four standard 
drinks on one occasion in the last 12 months

54% 57%

More people aged 15+ had used substances for 
non-medical purposes 

28% 22%

Sugar sweetened* drinks drunk every day by children

– aged 2-14 years 20% –

– aged 15+ 24% –

Recommended daily amounts of fruit and vegetables were consumed

– aged 2-14 years 6% –

– aged 15+ 3% –

2018-19 2012-13

People aged 15+ getting enough exercise 11% –

Physical or threatened physical harm was expe-
rienced at least once in the last 12 months by of 
people aged 15+.

16% –

Use of health services

The proportion of people who needed to go to the doctor but didn’t (at 
least once) in the last 12 months

– non-remote areas 14% –

– remote areas 8% –

People aged 2-17 years saw a dentist or dental 
professional in the last 12 months 

57% –

Placeholder headline

Example of content across two columns X% XX%

Example of content across two columns X% XX%

Example of content accross two columns X% XX%

Example of content across two columns X% XX%

Example of content X% XX%

Example of content accross two columns X% XX%

Example of content across two columns X% XX%

Example of content X% XX%

– non-remote areas X% XX%

– remote areas X% XX%

Asthma X% XX%

– non-remote areas X% XX%

– remote areas X% XX%

Placeholder headline

Example of content across two columns X% XX%

Example of content X% XX%

– non-remote areas X% XX%

– remote areas X% XX%

Asthma X% XX%

– non-remote areas X% XX%

– remote areas X% XX%

14%
of people who needed 
to go to the doctor but 
didn’t. This reduced to 
8% in remote areas.

57%
of 2-17 year olds 
saw a dentist or 
dental professional.

45%
people aged 15+ rated 
their own health as 
very good (compared 
to 39% in 2012-13).

Note: Where age is not specified, data refers to people 0 years and over.
*Sugar sweetened drinks include soft drinks and non-carbonated drinks.
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Flyer template 

Kangaroo Tracks Pattern BrushKangaroo Tracks Pattern BrushKangaroo Tracks Pattern BrushKangaroo Tracks Pattern Brush

Original concept by Shaun Lee

HAVE YOUR SAY  
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander  
health survey workshops
The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) is committed to  
early and ongoing conversations with Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people to help shape an upcoming Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander health survey. We want to hear 
about your data needs, including how it should be collected to 
help make the survey culturally appropriate and successful.

The results of this survey are important to:
• Provide a picture of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples’ health and wellbeing
• Inform policy, services and programs to help people live 

healthier and happier lives. 

About the workshops
Workshops will be held from now until May 2020 in urban, 
regional and remote locations across Australia. 

You can choose from the following sessions:
• Content for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander surveys
• Biomedical tests and ethics
• Data integration – getting the most out of data 

Get involved
To register for a workshop, go to                      
consult.abs.gov.au or scan the QR code.

Have your say!
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander health survey workshops

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) is committed 
to early and ongoing conversations with Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people to help shape an upcoming 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health survey. 
We want to hear about your data needs, including how 
it should be collected to help make the survey culturally 
appropriate and successful.

The results of this survey are important to:
•   Provide a picture of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples’ health and wellbeing
•   Inform policy, services and programs to help people live 

healthier and happier lives.

About the workshops
Workshops will be held from now until May 2020 in 
urban, regional and remote locations across Australia.

You can choose from the following sessions:
•  Content for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander surveys
•  Biomedical tests and ethics
•  Data integration – getting the most out of data

Get involved
To register for a workshop, go to  
consult.abs.gov.au or scan the QR code.

Have your say!
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander health survey workshops

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) is committed 
to early and ongoing conversations with Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people to help shape an upcoming 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health survey. 
We want to hear about your data needs, including how 
it should be collected to help make the survey culturally 
appropriate and successful.

The results of this survey are important to:
•   Provide a picture of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples’ health and wellbeing
•   Inform policy, services and programs to help people live 

healthier and happier lives.

‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and 
Gumbaynggirr artist Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu Island artist Naseli Tamwoy.

Our Story. 
Our Future.

What is biomedical testing?
Biomedical testing collects samples of 
blood, urine or saliva to test for illnesses 
like diabetes, cholesterol and kidney 
disease, and nutrient levels such as iron, 
folate and Vitamins B12 and D.

What is data integration?
Data integration brings together 
information from multiple sources to 
help answer important questions about 
people, families, places, businesses or 
life events.

Benefits of biomedical testing and 
data integration
•   Improving Australia’s health status through influencing 

decisions made across the health sector
•   Providing insights into the relationship between 

biomedical results and behavioural risk factors and rates 
of chronic disease

•  Better understanding of people’s lived experiences
•  Better services and planning for the future
•  More opportunities for data at the local level
•   Better use of existing data, and replacing some data 

collected in surveys, to help reduce the burden of 
surveys on participants.

Find out more…
For more information on the workshops or ABS data, contact 
the ABS Centre of Excellence for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Statistics: coeatsis@abs.gov.au or call the National 
Information Referral Service: 1300 135 070

‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and 
Gumbaynggirr artist Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu Island artist Naseli Tamwoy.

What is biomedical testing?
Biomedical testing collects samples 
of blood, urine or saliva to test for 
illnesses like diabetes, cholesterol and 
kidney disease, and nutrient levels such 
as iron, folate and Vitamins B12 and D.

What is data integration?
Data integration brings together 
information from multiple sources 
to help answer important questions 
about people, families, places, 
businesses or life events.

Benefits of biomedical testing and 
data integration
•   Improving Australia’s health status through 

influencing decisions made across the health sector
•   Providing insights into the relationship between 

biomedical results and behavioural risk factors and 
rates of chronic disease

•  Better understanding of people’s lived experiences
•  Better services and planning for the future
•  More opportunities for data at the local level
•   Better use of existing data, and replacing some data 

collected in surveys, to help reduce the burden of 
surveys on participants.

Find out more…
For more information on the workshops or ABS 
data, contact the ABS Centre of Excellence for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Statistics: 
coeatsis@abs.gov.au or call the National 
Information Referral Service: 1300 135 070

Our Story. 
Our Future.

Example 1 (front) Example 2 (front)Example 1 (back) Example 2 (back)
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Powerpoint template

Text goes here 
Text goes here

‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and Gumbaynggirr artist Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, Badu Island artist Naseli Tamwoy.

Text goes here

– Text goes here (L1)
  – Text goes here (L2)
   • Text goes here (L3)

Text goes here

– Text goes here (L1)
  – Text goes here (L2)
   • Text goes here (L3)

Text goes here

– Text goes here (L1)
  – Text goes here (L2)
   • Text goes here (L3)

Text goes here

– Text goes here (L1)
  – Text goes here (L2)
   • Text goes here (L3)

Text goes here

Text goes here

– Text goes here (L1)
  – Text goes here (L2)
   • Text goes here (L3)

Text goes here
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Document template

2 

s47E
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Simple factsheet template

 

 

Have your say on how we collect information 
on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples’ health 

Planning for upcoming Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health surveys 
Your views and ideas are important. We want to talk to you about things like what information should be 
collected, and how it should be collected to ensure surveys are culturally appropriate, and the information is 
useful for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.  

The results of the surveys will help to: 
• Provide a picture of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ health and wellbeing  
• Inform policy, services and programs to help people live healthier and happier lives  

What are the surveys? 
The Australian Government has announced a new health study called the Intergenerational Health and 
Mental Health Study (IHMHS) to inform Australia’s Long Term Health Plan. The IHMHS includes seven surveys 
which will collect information on things like health conditions, nutrition, physical activity, and biomedical 
samples. The surveys will be run by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) and take place between 2021 
and 2023. 

How will it affect Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples? 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples may be selected to participate in one of the surveys. This could 
be a survey that goes out to all of the Australian population, or one that is specifically for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples. There are three Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander surveys – one about 
general health, one about nutrition and physical activity, and one about specific diseases and health 
conditions which we would test for using biomedical testing*.  

Let’s have a yarn 
We want to hear your ideas on things like: 
• Have you ever participated in an ABS survey? What was it like and how can we improve? 
• What are the most important topics you would like us to include in the surveys?  
• What information should or shouldn’t be collected? 
• How important is it for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to take part in biomedical testing? 
• Is data integration* useful? And should it be used for these health surveys? 
• What things do we need to think about (ethics, consent and/or governance processes) for biomedical 

testing and data integration to be done in a culturally appropriate way? 
• Are there specific things you are worried about in keeping your information safe? 
 

 

 

‘Our Story. Our Future.’ was created by proud Wiradjuri, Wotjobaluk, Yuin and Gumbaynggirr artist Luke Penrith and Maluililgal people, 
Badu Island artist Naseli Tamwoy. 

How to get involved 
Attend a workshop or community session 
We will be holding workshops and community sessions between March and June 2020 in urban, regional and 
remote locations across Australia.  

One day Workshops 
These workshops are a chance to talk about your views on survey design and operation, and will focus on 
three broad topics: 
1. Content of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander surveys 
2. Biomedical tests and ethics 
3. Data integration – getting the most out of data 

Informal community sessions 
These community sessions are a chance for you to come and talk about the health surveys with our Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Engagement Managers and other ABS staff. You can share your thoughts on the 
surveys or just find out more about what happens when you take part in an ABS survey, and how the 
information is collected and shared with people and communities. 

Register to attend a workshop or community session 
Workshops and community sessions in <City> will be held in <Month> 2020. You can register, or find out 
about other sessions available at Eventbrite. Visit <include URL> or scan the QR code.  

Complete an online survey or send us an email 
If you are unable to attend a workshop or community session but still want to share your thoughts, there will 
be opportunities to provide your feedback online. A discussion paper and online survey will be available on 
the ABS website from 6 March 2020. You can also provide any feedback by email to coeatsis@abs.gov.au. 

Find out more…  
For more information on the workshops and community sessions, or ABS data, contact the ABS Centre of 
Excellence for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Statistics by email to coeatsis@abs.gov.au or call the 
National Information Referral Service: 1300 135 070. 
 

     

Breakout box example 
Heading 2 
Normal. Cae accum quam est, culpa volor as ut 
vitem quo dent, tem re, sequossi del idescita nus 
in cumquaeri il ipiciet et quodis. 

Heading 3 
Normal. Cae accum quam est, culpa volor as ut 
vitem quo dent, tem re, sequossi del idescita nus 
in cumquaeri il ipiciet et quodis utat ut volupic 
aessimust labor maximus apidios. 

Breakout box example 
Heading 2 
Normal. Cae accum quam est, culpa volor as ut 
vitem quo dent, tem re, sequossi del idescita nus 
in cumquaeri il ipiciet et quodis. 

Heading 3 
Normal. Cae accum quam est, culpa volor as ut 
vitem quo dent, tem re, sequossi del idescita nus 
in cumquaeri il ipiciet et quodis utat ut volupic 
aessimust labor maximus apidios. 
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Contact

For more information contact the 
Strategic Communications team
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ABS infographics style guide
Version  1
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Background

15/09/20232

The ABS seeks to make data more accessible to new audiences by engaging 
on topical, relatable issues.

One way to appeal to broader audiences is creating infographics and data 
visualisations that simply and clearly tell the stories of ABS data.

These infographics are published on the ABS website and adapted for social 
media channels. 

Note: An existing social media data visualisation guide outlines the design dimensions, use 
of graphics and colours for social media content, so references to social media here will be 
limited to where infographics are adapted from the corporate style.   
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This document outlines how to design infographics for the ABS website and 
social media.

It provides guidance around dimensions, and the use of graphics and colour.

Infographics can include text, illustrations, charts and other data 
visualisations.

The examples provided in this document are for print and device-friendly, 
digital formats.

Scope

15/09/20233
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Design approach

15/09/20234

Where a full-page infographic is required, this should be the first product 
designed. This product can then be adapted to suit subsequent formats. 

Infographics should be designed using the corporate style (unless it is a 
COVID-related product). Colours can be adjusted for publishing to social 
media channels.  

The icons and illustrations used must be simple and appropriate for the 
subject matter. Avoid use of names or brands.

Illustrations should consider diversity and inclusiveness, e.g. representation 
of different skin tones, ages and sex, and disability. 
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Two visual styles

15/09/20235

Corporate infographics COVID-19 infographics

• Used for high-profile releases, corporate initiatives and 
projects. E.g. NPPs, ABS Trust Survey, Gender Indicators

• Colour scheme: navy and orange 
(in-line with the ABS colour palette) 

• Includes a footer with landscape imagery and people
• Clear headings and dates
• Links to more information on the ABS website 

• Used for COVID-19 releases, statistical products and stories
• Colour scheme: teal and coral 

(in-line with the ABS social media colours)
• Includes clouds and virus icons in header and footer
• Uses speech bubble shapes for data points
• Clear headings and dates
• Links to more information on the ABS website 

Colours must be 
adjusted for 
social media 
application
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Colour scheme

When using text on colours, always check the contrast ratio by using a Colour Contrast Analyser to ensure it is WCAG 
2.1 Level AA compliant.

15/09/20236

Navy
CMYK: 100, 77, 28, 12
RGB: 13, 73, 121
HEX: 0d4979

DARK
Hero colour

Teal
CMYK: 100, 15, 59, 2
RGB: 0, 147, 131
HEX: 009383

Orange
CMYK: 0, 60, 81, 0
RGB: 245, 131, 67
HEX: F58243

LIGHT
Contrast colour

Coral
CMYK: 0, 69, 54, 0
RGB: 250, 114, 104
HEX: FA7268

Dark teal
CMYK: 87, 30, 61, 11
RGB: 0, 125, 111
HEX: 007D6F
Always use dark teal 
background with 
white text

COVID and social media coloursCorporate colours
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ABS website and social media A4 (printable format)

• Original artwork: 1080 (w) x 1350 (h) px - social media*
Resize artwork to 832 (w) px – ABS website

• Format: JPG
• *Teal and coral version for social media 

• Size: 210 (w) x297 (h)mm
• Colour: CMYK
• Format: PDF

Full page infographics

15/09/20237
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Footer illustration library

Example footer (from Trust Survey)

15/09/20238

Example of visual elements developed for use in footer

Footers appear along the bottom of full page corporate infographics. They should use icons and illustrations that 
are appropriate for the subject matter, and should always feature people figures.

Library of people illustrations available from iStock (tidy and colour artwork to match style)

Varijanta
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/Varijanta?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
Andrii Kolomiiets
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/AndriiKolomiiets?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
shtonado
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/shtonado?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
VectOrOvich
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/Vect0r0vich?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
RaStudio
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/RaStudio?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
Dmi+T
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/Dmitrii_Kharchenko?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
Yapanda
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/Yapanda?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
Grivina
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/grivina?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
AlisaRut
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/AlisaRut?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
Helgakhorimarko
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/HelgaKhorimarko?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
Luckyvector
https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/luckyvector?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best
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https://www.istockphoto.com/au/portfolio/luckyvector?license=rf&mediatype=illustration&assettype=image&sort=best


Single data visualisations for web stories

Stand-alone data visualisations can be developed or pulled from full page infographics for use in ABS website stories,
and adapted for social media.

15/09/20239

Full page infographic 

Border: Add a 3pt, 50% Navy colour speech bubble
Text: Title, Notes and Source not required
Size: ABS website – 832 (w) px (scale proportionately)
Colour: Corporate
Format: Digital – JPG

Size: Social media –
1200 (w) x 1200 (h) px
Colour: Social media
Format: Digital - JPG

Adapted for
Social media

ABS website Social media

Adapted for web
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Australian Bureau of Statistics Visual Style Guide

THE BRAND

The importance of the ABS brand

Successful branding of the ABS has benefits both externally and internally. Externally, 
our ABS brand creates an organisational identity that positively resonates with our 
stakeholders and the Australian public. This can benefit response rates, confidence 
in ABS products, and increase the value of official statistics by increasing their use. 
Internally, a strong ABS brand can serve as a focus for motivation to strive in producing 
high-quality outputs. 

What is the ABS visual style?

The ABS visual style forms part of the ABS brand. It is the way in which the ABS 
presents visually, which along with our name, and the written and spoken language 
we use, forms the complete ABS brand. In ensuring the maintenance of a trusted, 
high quality statistical brand of significant value to Australia, the ABS needs to 
maintain a strong visual style. 

How the ABS can build and maintain a strong visual style

All ABS employees need to follow the ABS Visual Style Guide to build and maintain 
the ABS brand. Everything employees produce and say reflects the ABS brand.

This ABS Visual Style Guide provides guidance and instruction for ABS employees in 
relation to how to protect and promote the visual aspects of the ABS brand in their 
day-to-day work. To keep brand quality high, the ABS must ensure that anything that 
may be viewed by the public is correct and professional in content, and consistent 
with our Visual Style Guide in format and design.

Internal sub-brands

Some programs within the ABS have their own ‘sub-identities’ or ‘sub-brands’ that 
have been developed by or in consultation with the Strategic Communication Section. 

Alternative design elements, other than those officially approved by Strategic 
Communication, detract from the ABS’s ability to project a consistent identity.  
Any project branding must be developed in a way that is consistent with and supports 
the broader ABS visual style. All logos or alternative branding that deviates from the 
approved ABS visual identity guidelines are not allowed. For further clarification, please 
contact Strategic Communication Section.
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Australian Bureau of Statistics Visual Style Guide

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Arrangements for graphic design work

All ABS graphic design work is to be produced by the Design and Production team. 
The graphic design service is free (but must be prioritised), supported by Strategic 
Communication Section, and is available to all staff. ABS staff should not do their own 
graphic design work. The Design and Production team are highly skilled professionals 
and have extensive knowledge of ABS and government branding. This provides 
consistency and quality to all ABS design output.

To request an ABS graphic design job submit a Graphic Design service request which 
will require your Director’s approval. Once received, a member of the design team will 
contact you. More information is available in the Services@ABS Knowledge Articles.

Creating pull up banners and posters

Pull up banners are an effective way to promote ABS products, services or events. 
They are a high impact, portable promotional tool that can be used to promote trade 
shows, conference exhibits, or as a back drop to support presentations and events. 
The user pays the cost of printing banners. For this reason, the use of banners is not 
recommended for single use activities.

Posters

Posters can be used as part of an integrated communication campaign although the 
use of LCDs is preferred to printing posters for internal use. The Design and Production 
team is able to design posters ranging in size from A4 (210mm x 297mm) to 
A0 (841mm x 1189mm). The SMA pays for the cost of printing larger format posters.  

Merchandise

• Please contact the Strategic Communication Section when considering the 
purchase of merchandise.

• Merchandise is discouraged in general.

• There may be exceptions where merchandise is a useful tool but this will require 
approval from the Program Managers of both the SMA and the Strategic 
Communication Section.

• ABS branding must be applied.

• SMA covers the cost.
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THE ABS LOGO

The core component of the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 
brand and image is the logo. The ABS logo must be applied 
consistently across all materials published or produced by  
the organisation. 

Logo files 

• The ABS logo are set-up for print and digital reproduction. 

• The ABS can supply files in different sizes and formats for various needs.

Correct use of the logo

• These guidelines have been developed to help departments and agencies ensure 
the ABS logo is consistently applied to products.

Placement

• Logo should always have prominence over and above other images and graphic 
elements. Where possible, the logo should be placed at the top of the item it 
appears on. 

• If unclear about where to place the ABS logo contact the  
Strategic Communication Section for assistance.

Size

• The minimum width of the ABS logo should be 20mm as shown below. However, 
on items such as name badges and identity cards where it may not be possible to 
adhere to this, the logo may be altered in width, but must remain recognisable.

• It must not be stretched disproportionately for any reason and must not be 
overlaid over each other.

Spacing

• An isolation zone has been established to ensure 
that the dignity of the logo is not jeopardised 
through crowding. This zone is defined as ‘X’ of 
at least 4mm around a 20mm logo.
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Use of colour in the logo

It is intended that the ABS logo be reproduced in one colour only, preferably black 
and can also be reversed – white on black. It is essential that any use of colour does 
not compromise the integrity of the logo. Attention to contrast must always be 
considered carefully.

Incorrect use of the logo

Do not:

• present the logo without ample space around it
• rotate
• skew or distort when scaling
• dismantle and reconfigure
• make it transparent
• crop or use it in part
• apply any special effects. 

Overlay the logo on images

The logo must not be used as decorative or artistic element or as a watermark, and 
must not be overprinted with text or over complex background and images.
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Examples of the use of the ABS logo 

Reports

Social Media

CORPORATE PLAN 
2020–21
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Examples of the use of the ABS logo 

Infographic Pull up banner
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CO-BRANDING WITH THE ABS LOGO

We co-brand to signify a partnership between two or more organisations or agencies. 
Take care when considering co-branding to ensure we maintain our brand and its 
sense of trust, confidentiality and independence. First talk to Strategic Communication 
Section and gain their approval. We must present the ABS as apolitical and maintain 
our independence. The ABS logo must be used where the ABS is involved in joint 
projects with other government agencies. The ABS is exempt from the Federal 
Government visual identity guidelines.

Co-branding order and prominence

The ABS logo should appear to the left or above an accompanying brand whilst 
observing the 20% isolation. The accompanying logo should be no larger than the 
ABS logo. The ABS logo should always maintain equal or greater prominence than the  
co-branded logo.

Co-branding guidelines

• Co-branded logos may only be used once approval has been confirmed in writing 
by the Director, Strategic Communication Section.

• Approved co-branded logos may be used for marketing, communication and 
promotional purposes.

• Co-branding must follow the same usage guidelines as the standard ABS logo.

• If production is being done elsewhere, final design approvals must be made by 
Strategic Communication Section.

• Copies of materials must be provided.

• A contact for the co-branding organisation must be provided.

Example of co-branding:
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ABS Sub-branding

Any ABS project or project specific branding must be developed in a way that is 
consistent with and supports the broader ABS visual style. Sub-branding is discouraged 
and should only be an exception to the rule. Branding must not deviate from the 
approved ABS visual identity guidelines. For further clarification, please contact the 
Strategic Communication Section.
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THE ABS COLOUR PALETTE

Use of colour

Tints of the PMS colours can be used behind text in tables and diagrams.

PMS 201

 40% Tint

30% Tint

PMS 152

 60% Tint 

30% Tint

PMS 129

 60% Tint 

30% Tint

PMS 376

 60% Tint 

30% Tint

PMS 653

 40% Tint 

20% Tint

PMS 3285

 40% Tint 

20% Tint
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PMS colours converted to other colour value models

PMS colours may need to be converted to RGB (Red, Green, Blue) for screen use,

or CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black) for print or HEX for HTML coding.

Corresponding colour value sets are set out below:

PMS 201

RGB
R: 164
G: 30
B: 52

CMYK
C: 24
M: 100
Y: 79
K: 18

HEX
#a41e34

PMS 129

RGB
R: 246
G: 207
B: 63

CMYK
C: 4
M: 16
Y: 87
K: 0

HEX
#f6cf3f

PMS 3285

RGB
R: 0
G: 147
B: 131

CMYK
C: 100
M: 15
Y: 59
K: 2

HEX
#009383

PMS 152

RGB
R: 235
G: 114
B: 3

CMYK
C: 4
M: 67
Y: 100
K: 0

HEX
#eb7203

PMS 376

RGB
R: 181
G: 190
B: 0

CMYK
C: 34
M: 12
Y: 100
K: 0

HEX
#b5be00

PMS 653

RGB
R: 50
G: 98
B: 151

CMYK
C: 87
M: 63
Y: 17
K: 2

HEX
#326297
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TYPOGRAPHY

The ABS core brand typefaces are Frutiger, Calibri and Arial. We chose them to create 
a harmonious and consistent approach across a variety of designed communication 
products.

The primary type family, Frutiger, is distinctive and highly legible. It reflects the reliability 
and professionalism of the organisation. When Frutiger is unavailable, the typeface Calibri 
should be used for all ABS documents and presentations. Use Arial, Helvetica or Default 
Sans Serif when creating content for our website. Do not substitute similar typefaces.

FRUTIGER 
Primary sans serif typeface

This is the primary font family used by the Design and Production team on corporate, 
marketing and promotional material. When outsourcing graphic design, ensure the 
external design agencies are aware that Frutiger is the preferred font for all ABS 
corporate, marketing and promotional material.

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Roman

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black Italic
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ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Regular

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Italic

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Bold

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Bold Italic

ABS website typeface

The ABS uses a set of preferred web safe fonts. Open Sans (Google web font) for 
Macs and Segoe UI for Windows. These fonts have been chosen as they are highly 
legible, approachable, and add to the overall ABS brand identity as a professional 
presence. For further clarification, please contact the Strategic Communication 
Section.

Microsoft/PC equivalents

The PC/Microsoft equivalent of the primary sans serif typeface, Frutiger, is ‘Calibri’. 
Please use Calibri on ABS documents and presentations when the primary typeface, 
Frutiger, is unavailable.

Use Calibri when creating PowerPoint presentations, letters, reports, name tags and 
name plates using the ABS Microsoft Word templates.
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IMAGES

Professional imagery can greatly enhance the look of the ABS design products and 
help strengthen the corporate brand. The Strategic Communication Section can 
assist with coordinating a photographer.

The ABS has a corporate photo library that showcases ABS staff, innovative new 
activity-based working environments and reflect the diversity and inclusion we have 
at the ABS. These images are available through the Design and Production team and 
should be used.

Copying and pasting Google images into ABS reports and presentations breaks 
copyright and is illegal. If you require images for any design products, please contact 
the Design and Production team and it will help you in sourcing copyright free 
images.

Examples of images from the ABS Corporate Photo Library
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ABS POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS 

Templates

To maintain consistency, ABS PowerPoint Templates must be used for all internal and 
external presentations. The templates are available to download via Services@ABS 
Knowledge Articles - ABS PowerPoint Templates.

ABS presentation slide template -  
TITLE SLIDE 

TITLE SLIDE - WHITE BACKGROUND

- CONTENT SLIDE, HORIZONTAL

Main Heading here
Sub Heading here
Presented by:

Main Heading here
Sub Heading here
Presented by:
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Content guidelines

The purpose of a presentation is to illustrate key points for the audience to follow 
while the speaker discusses that topic. Include minimal text on the slides and more 
information in the speaking notes. Consider using images or diagrams instead of text 
and limit the number of slides.

All ABS PowerPoint slide presentations must include the ABS logo in the form of a 
vertical or horizontal banner (see previous page).

Presentation slide formatting

Use the font Calibri.

• Headings should be 26 pt Calibri Bold.

• Subheadings should be 22 pt Calibri Bold. 

• Text should be 20 pt Calibri Plain.

• Line spacing should be 1, 0.5 before paragraph.

• Margins to be maintained as per slide template.

• The size of the text on a presentation slide should not be smaller than 20 pt 
type. Do not reduce font size to fit more text on a slide. This may prevent 
audience members from being able to read your presentation. If the  
space for your text is insufficient, cut back the text. 

• Do not increase font size to fill a slide.

• Always use an opening slide at the beginning of each presentation. The slide 
should contain the title of the presentation, a sub title (if required) and the 
presenter’s name and position.

• The title of the presentation should appear in the top panel of the screen.  
The title of the screen and relating text should appear in the main part of  
the screen.

• Always use a closing slide at the end of each presentation. 
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OTHER ABS TEMPLATES

The following ABS Word templates are available upon request:
• Certificate
• ABS Word templates
• Media releases
• Name tags
• Table name plates

Examples of templates

 
 
 

First Last 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department 

 
 
 

First Last 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department  

 
 
 

First Last 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department  

 
 
 

First Last 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department  

 
 
 

First Last 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department 

 
 
 

First Last 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department  

 
 
 

First Last 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department 

 
 
 

First Last 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department  

 

 

Name 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department 

Name 
Position 

Company / Agency / Department 

Certificate

ABS Word template - long Name tags Table name plates

Report Word document - short

s47E s47E

s47E

s47E
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ABS CORPORATE STATIONERY

Business card

The ABS corporate letterhead is available in both hard and soft copy, but in general 
with colour printing, soft copy should be sufficient. 
Please refer to Services@ABS.

s47E

s47E

The ABS corporate business card can be ordered through Services@ABS. 
Please consider the need and cost associated.

Letterhead
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LCD SCREENS

LCD screens are located in the lift areas of many ABS offices. They are an excellent tool 
for displaying promotional messages, and are especially effective when utilised as part 
of an integrated communication campaign.

To utilise this communication tool please:

• Submit a Graphic design service request.

• Ask for an LCD briefing template to assist you with writing.

• Keep wording brief including a call to action.

• Please allow at least three days for design development and  
provide loading dates.

Design elements to consider when drafting a LCD request:

• The ABS logo will be used on all LCD notices in the top right hand corner.

• The designer will apply the ABS approved standard templates.

• LCD advertising is highly visual and consideration should be given to the types of 
images applied to enhance your message.

• Your EL1 and above will be the final approver. 

Examples of LCD advertisements:
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NEWSPOINT 

NewsPoint is an important way to communicate information to all ABS employees. 
NewsPoints are considered to be a formal corporate record.

NewsPoints are designed to be read on screen. For this reason, they should be kept as 
brief as possible, using concise sentences and short paragraphs. The short summary 
opening sentence is critical. Please adhere to the Style Guide Summary within the 
knowledge document Proposing a Newspoint available on Services@ABS.

All NewsPoint articles must feature the relevant banner. Banners approved for use  
can be found under NewsPoint banners.

Examples of NewsPoint banners:
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THE ABS WEBSITE

Visual identity of the ABS website

The visual identity of the ABS website is managed by the Dissemination Customer 
Support team. A client open forum on Skype is also available, see more on  
Knowledge Articles. 

Follow these guidelines when creating web content:

• In approving web content for release, the delegate is providing assurance that 
the content is prepared to standards. Delegates will require authors to correct 
and resubmit content if it does not comply with these standards.

• Current ABS Publishing Standards outline specific requirements for clear and 
appropriate language use to effectively communicate with the ABS audience. 
Guidance is given in Principles of Good Writing. These principles were extracted 
from the Style Manual and are covered in greater detail in that publication.

• Open Sans (Google web font) for Macs and Segoe UI for Window are the 
recommended fonts when creating content for the website. This is in line with 
the Commonwealth Government Style Guide for authors, editors and printers 
and Digital Transformation Office advice.
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CONTACT US 
For further clarification about any of the information  

provided in these guidelines please contact the  
ABS Strategic Communication Section 
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ANZSCO visual identity

ANZSCO visual identity

Page 1 of 2

Reflecting a modern Australian labour market

Updating ANZSCO

The ANZSCO identity is distinctive and easily recognisable. To further clarify and promote inclusivity, the full name of the acronym, “Australian and New 
Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations,” is also used. The ABS logo and the entire ANZSCO lock-up will be co-branded. The ABS core brand typeface 
Frutiger is used to create a harmonious and consistent approach across a variety of designed communication products.

As an ABS lead consultation, the ANZSCO visual identity should not be separated from the existing ABS brand. The purpose of the ANZSCO visual identity is to 
ensure that ANZSCO remains recognisable to stakeholders through the duration of the consultation.

Graphic elements have also been created that can be used in Microsoft templates, social media templates, and email banners.  
This will serve as visual anchors and improve usability if required. The colours are in line with the ABS colour palette and align with the ABS website to maintain 
a strong visual style. Blue symbolises confidence, and stability.

Reflecting a modern Australian labour market

Updating ANZSCO
Reflecting a modern Australian labour market

Updating ANZSCO
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ANZSCO visual identity

ANZSCO visual identity

Page 2 of 2

Banner applied on a Word document

Header Colour palette

Australian and New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations

Australian and New Zealand Standard Classification of OccupationsFooter

RGB 14,31,72           HEX 0e1f48

RGB 50 98 151         HEX 326297
Reflecting a modern Australian labour market

Updating ANZSCO

s47E
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Section — 01

Our brand
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The Census logo

The core components of the Census logo, shown below, are:

1. the ABS logo, and 

2. Census (one word)

The Census logo must be applied consistently across all materials.

Census Communication can supply files on request. Different logo sizes and file types are 
available for different applications.

Correct use of the Census logo

Placement

The Census logo should always have prominence over other images and graphic elements.  
Where possible, the logo should be placed at the top of the item it appears on.  
However, exceptions do exist. If unclear about where to place the logo, contact  
Census Communication.

Minimum size for print

The minimum width of the Census logo should be 
65mm. However, where it may not be possible for the 
minimum width to be adhered to, the Census logo 
may be altered in width. If the logo is reduced in size 
it must remain recognisable and the black version 
must be used. 

Minimum size for web

The minimum width of the Census logo should be 
266px. However, on items such as Avatars for social 
media and favicon where it may not be possible 
to apply the minimum size, the Census logo may 
be customised to suit. If unclear, contact Census 
Communication.

82px
266px

Not to scale

All logos should be compliant with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 
Version 2.1 Level AA.

20mm
65mm

To scale
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Isolation zone

An isolation zone has been established to ensure that the Census logo is not crowded by 
another graphic or image. This zone is defined as ‘X’ of at least 5mm around a 65mm logo.

XXX
X

X

Use of colour in the logo

The Census logo can be reproduced reversed – black on white or white on black and  
PMS Orange 021 (or equivalent). Please ensure that no other colours are introduced.

The versions below marked * must meet the WCAG 2.1 accessibility standards and must 
not be used below the minimum size of 266px width to meet WCAG 2.1 AA.

This version can only be used on black This version can only be used on orange
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The Census colour palette

Primary colour

The Census orange should always be the dominant colour. Orange tints should only 
be used as background colours. All visual presentation of text and images of text on 
application must be WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant.

Print

PMS Orange 021 – tints

100%

60% Tint

30% Tint

Pantone spot colour 

PMS Orange 021 C
PMS Orange 021 U

Print - 4 colour process only

CMYK C:0, M:65, Y:100, K:0 

Web (digital)

RGB R:254, G:80, B:0
HEX/HTML FE5000

Colour shown based on contrast on white on orange or orange on white which requires  
a contrast ratio of 3:1 for large text (14–17pt bold or 18pt and larger). 

Colour shown based on contrast on black on orange or orange on black which requires a 
contrast ratio of 3:1 for large text (14–17pt bold or 18pt and larger) and 4.5:1 for smaller 
text (13pt and below). 

Always check contrast when used over images or other colour backgrounds.

Vision Australia recommends Colour Contrast Analyser  
https://www.visionaustralia.org/services/digital-access/resources/colour-contrast-analyser

For more information see Guidelines 1.4.3 and 1.4.6 https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20

The orange colours used  
in artworks of this style 
guide are created based  
on the output application 
for Print (PMS/CMYK) or 
Web (RGB/HEX/HTML).

AA AA
AA AA AA

AA
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Secondary colours

The secondary colour palette should be used selectively. Census orange should always 
be the dominant colour followed by teal then yellow. Controlling and managing the 
secondary colours is an important element in presenting work. Secondary colours can 
be applied on graphical representation of information and data such as graphs.

Print

PMS 3285

100%

60% Tint

30% Tint

PMS 3285 can be used 
for black text on a teal 
background, or teal text 
on a black background.

PMS 3285 can be used 
for white text on a teal 
background, or teal text 
on a black background 
only when it is 14-17pt in 
bold or 18pt or larger in 
regular. This will ensure  
a contrast ratio of 3:1  
which is required for 
WCAG 2.1  
AA compliance.

Web

RGB
R: 0
G: 147
B: 131

CMYK
C: 100
M: 15
Y: 59
K: 2

HEX 
#009383

Print

PMS 129

100%

60% Tint

30% Tint

PMS 129 can be used 
for black text on a 
yellow background, or 
yellow text on a black 
background. 

PMS 129 cannot be 
used for white text on 
a yellow background, 
or yellow text on a 
white background. 

Web

RGB
R: 246
G: 207
B: 63

CMYK
C: 4
M: 16
Y: 87
K: 0

HEX
#F6CF3F

AA
AA AA

AA

AA AA
AA AA

AA
AA AA

AA

 x
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Web

RGB
R: 50
G: 98
B: 151

CMYK
C: 87
M: 63
Y: 17
K: 2

HEX
#326297

Web

RGB
R: 250
G: 114
B: 104

CMYK
C: 0
M: 69
Y: 54
K: 0

HEX
FA7268

Print

PMS 653 Blue

100%

60% Tint

30% Tint

PMS 653 can be used 
for white text on a 
blue background only 
when it is 14-17pt 
in bold or 18pt in 
regular. Blue text can 
be used on a white 
background. 

PMS 653 can be used 
for black text on a 
blue background 
only when it is 14-
17pt or be used for 
blue text on a black 
background.

AA
AA

Print

Coral

100%

60% Tint

30% Tint

Coral can be used 
for black text on a 
Coral background, or 
Coral text on a black 
background. 

 
 
 
Coral cannot be used 
for white text on a 
Coral background, or 
Coral text on a white 
background. 

AA
AA

Supporting colours

The supporting colours should be used to help enhance visualisation of data on 
infographics. Census orange will remain the dominant colour for infographics while 
secondary and supporting colours can be used interchangeably and in no order. 
Designers should preference complementary colours rather than using secondary 
colours followed by supporting colours. 

AA
AA





AA
AA

x
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Typography

The Census core brand typefaces are Frutiger, Calibri and Arial. They are the same as the 
ABS fonts and create a harmonious and consistent approach across a variety of designed 
communication products.

The primary type family, Frutiger, is distinctive and highly legible. It reflects the reliability 
and professionalism of the organisation. When Frutiger is unavailable, the typeface Calibri 
should be used for all ABS documents and presentations. Use Arial, Helvetica or Default 
Sans Serif when creating content for our website. Do not substitute similar typefaces.

Primary sans serif typeface

Frutiger

This is the primary font family used by the Design and Production team on corporate, 
marketing and promotional material. 

Regular 
Below the line  
corporate, operations, 
public relations,  
Culturally and  
Linguistically Diverse  
and enumeration

Condensed 
Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander recruitment 
and social media

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Roman

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black Italic

(Body text and bullets)

(Subtitles, pull-quotes)

(Title and headers)
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2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide Page

Microsoft/PC equivalents

The Microsoft/PC equivalents of the primary sans serif typeface, Frutiger, is Calibri. 
Please use Calibri on ABS documents and presentations when the primary typeface, 
Frutiger, is unavailable.

Use Calibri when creating PowerPoint presentations, letters, reports, name tags and 
name plates using the ABS Microsoft templates.

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Regular

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Italic

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Bold

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Bold Italic

ABS website

Use Arial, Helvetica or Default Sans Serif when creating content for the website.  
This is in line with the Digital Transformation Office style guide.
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Page2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide 

Section — 02

Collateral 

Need advice on a specific material, guidance on which graphics 
to use or require a template? Contact Census Communication 
census.communication@abs.gov.au
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Page2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide 

Census triangles

The iconic ABS triangle pattern forms the basis of the Census look and feel. It is used  
as a design feature to align with the Census campaign materials and visual language.  
The following examples show the application of the triangle pattern to communication 
materials.

Brochure Pull-up banner

Title dolorro 
viditatque re 
seque rerovid.

Subtitle udi volupta 
iusdam el im ducidesecti 
voluptatqui

Heading 2

Body dae nihitas reperum nimpos sit excepudicil 
escipsum nonsequam evelent ma con cullab illabori 
ut essit reium facimposam quiatemod et quiae nis 
minihitate pra solupti.

Qui voluptatia sumquam re cusam es aut molorias 
eiusand itatur? It, quo tem nam vent alicias ad que 
volest.

Heading 3

 — Body bullet

 — Body bullet

 — Body bullet

 — Body bullet last

Heading 1 odita 
dolorro viditatque  
seque rerovid

Pull-out quote riberum 
erciasi odici ium volupta 
ommos re non poreped 
essincillit earum eicabo 
enienimi, solore ad.

Heading 3 Iqui rem eum et accusda 
volorecto tet eaquos.

Heading 4

Body small dae nihitas reperum nimpos  
ma con cullab illabori ut essit reium.

Heading 4

Body small dae nihitas reperum nimpos  
ma con cullab illabori ut essit reium.

Heading 4

Body small dae nihitas reperum nimpos  
ma con cullab illabori ut essit reium.

Heading 4

Body small dae nihitas reperum nimpos  
ma con cullab illabori ut essit reium.

Photos

Apply photos to best meet the brief. It is essential 
to use photos that are appropriate for the subject 
matter, consider gender and diversity. Avoid names 
or brands that are visible in a composition. Find 
photos that communicate brand emotions and 
always match the tone of colours alongside the 
Census Orange.

Where to source icons

> Use Fonikum Portfolio in iStock for icons  
> Edit in Illustrator to suit your topic  
> Make sure it is set as the colour you want  
> Copy and Paste into InDesign  
> Select icon and Scale X percentage to 50% or 
adjust to match

Link to icons here:

https://www.istockphoto.com/portfolio/fonikum?ass
ettype=image&mediatype=illustration&sort=best

1800 512 441
For more information 

www.census.abs.gov.au

Title dolorro yjed 
viditatque re 
seque rerovid.
Catecte sequi 
nusanditi ium  
con lorroi.

Subtitle udi volupta 
iusdam el im ducidesecti 
voluptatqui du 
census.abs.gov.au
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Page2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide 

Census header banners

The visual elements of the Census header banners – Census logo, tagline, colourways, and 
the triangle pattern – play an integral role for a consistent and coherent communication. 

Type H1 – Orange

Type H1 – Orange

Type H2 – Reversed
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Page2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide 

Census footer banners

The following types of footer banners are available for application.

Type F1 – Information (centre align)

Privacy Statement

The 2021 Census Privacy Statement must be included whenever ‘compulsory’ is mentioned 
in the content.

Type F2 – Act, Privacy Statement and information (centre align)

Type F3 – Privacy Statement (left align)
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Page2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide 

Banner applications

Letterhead (L1 and F2) Information sheet (H1 and F1)

Information sheet (H2 and F2) Information sheet (H1 and F3)

Print artwork on this page is set in CMYK colours.

s47E

s47E
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Page2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide 

Section — 03

Census Data 
Visualisation
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2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide Page

Data Visualisation 

Waves lines along with triangles will be used more heavily in this phase of the Census to 
help represent the journey to data release. This embellishment will add depth however is 
not mandatory as the triangles are the main decorative element. 

The embellishment can be used as solid lines on social media tiles. While 30% 
transparency on factsheets, powerpoint and story tiles is preferred. 

30%

100%
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2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide Page

Set charts, icons and illustrations will be used to create consistency and coherence  
for visualisation of data. 

Charts

Creating consistency and accuracy through charts is important for interpretation  
of data. Representing data correctly can influence how our audience retains and 
understands information. 

It’s also important to avoid complex charts. Charts should be easily digestible.  
The audience should understand the topic and purpose of the material in a glance. 
Complex charts such as tree maps, Sankey diagrams, chord charts, word clouds and 
complex bubble charts should be avoided to eliminate confusion. 

The following examples show a selection of preferred charts to be used for different  
data purposes. 

Column charts – suitable for displaying a small 
number of comparative items, including change in 
value over time.

Bar charts – suitable for displaying a larger number  
of items, and preferably would be ranked from highlight 
to lowest. 

Line charts – suitable for displaying more  
than two comparative values across time. 

Pie or donut charts – suitable to display 
comparative values that equal a whole number  
or total e.g 100%. 

First
Generation xxx%

xxx%
Second
Generation

xxx%
Third
Generation

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing, 2016

First
Generation xxx%

xxx%
Second
Generation

xxx%
Third
Generation

CMYK Colour

RGB Colour

More people are xxxx 
in 2021

 XX% rent

XX% own

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing, XXXX

More people are xxxx 
in 2021

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing, XXXX

rent

own

In 2021 more xxxx did 
housework

womenmen

xx%

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing, XXXX

xx%
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Page2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide 

Uriorumqui ducianis
eos del Erum volut volor 
re nitem as etusdantinus

2.3  million, Australians 
lived in small towns with 
populations of less than 

10,000 people

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing, XXXX

Country of birth
The 2016 Census shows that two thirds
(67%) of the Australian population were 
born in Australia. Of the 6,163,667 
overseas-born persons, nearly one 
in fi ve (18%) had arrived since the 
start of2012.

Top Five 2018 2021

1 Australia XX.X XX.X

2 England X.X X.X

3 China X.X X.X

4 India X.X X.X

5 New Zealand X.X X.X

xxx%

xxx%
xxx%

xxx%

xxx%

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing, XXXX

Website

Data presented on the website will be simple and accessible. Tables will be used for 
data points while charts as a visual element only.  
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2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide Page

Tables

Tables are used to display data plainly to ensure it can be easily read and understood. 
Charts are the preferred method of presenting data and tables should only be used to 
support these visuals. Tables will mainly be used on the website to ensure accessibility. 

Maps

Maps can be used to display data based on location. When displaying data in relation to 
countries, cities and towns, maps are preferred. Maps enable personalisation of data and 
information, allowing users to identify themselves through their location. 
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2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide Page

Population

Health 

Service with
the Australian 
Defence Force

Household 
and families 

Disability 
and carers

Education 
and training

Unpaid work 
and care

Housing

Transport

Location 

Cultural 
diversity 

Homelessness

Calendar

Age

Language

KEY TIPS
Icons
• Maximum XXX words  

per page

• No more than 2 charts  
per page

• Avoid text over 
embellishment 

Icons and illustrations

Enhancing visualisation by incorporating icons and illustrations can help reduce text and 
keep pages clear and concise. Icons and illustrations have been created in association with 
key topics and should only be used when referring to the relevant data. 

Detailed illustrations can be used on all products however should not be used on the 
website. Avoid use in small spaces where data is presented to ensure design remains clear. 

Simple illustrations can be used on all products to enhance visual presentation of data. 
Simple illustrations used on the website should not be associated with any data however 
can be used for the relevant topic. 

Icons have been developed for specific topics and questions and should be exclusively used 
for representing data or information relevant to the topic. 
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2022-23 Census Data Release – Visual Style Guide Page

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islander peoples

Income 
and work 

Population

Disability 
and carers

Age

Transport

Household 
and families 

Homelessness

Text

Text can provide important information to support the visualisation of data. Highlight key 
points through simple and concise text. It’s important to avoid complex terminology or 
provide too much detail. 

The sizing, formatting and colour of text can be utilised to draw attention to main data 
points. 

The following examples show application of formatting on key information. 

Data topic year 

2,059,030 renting in NSW in 2016 Rele
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Typography 

Montserrat – for headline text

AaBbCcDdEeFf 01234567890 
Open Sans – for headline text

AaBbCcDdEeFf 0123456789

PMS 7545 C
CMYK: 74 50 31 36
HEX: 425563 
Blue Grey

PMS 4173 C
CMYK: 48 0 20 0
HEX: 84C4C0
Teal

PMS 7487 C
CMYK: 44 0 74 0
HEX: 98CC70
Green

PMS 117 C 
CMYK: 0 26 100 15 
HEX: C99700
Orche

PMS 666 C
CMYK: 35 39 4 2 
HEX: A192B2
Purple

DATA Profession 
Visual style 
Graphic, Colours and Typography

Colours
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BLADE
Business Longitudinal 

Analysis Data Environment

ABS DATA SERVICES
VISUAL GUIDE
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DL BROCHURES

Business Longitudinal Analysis Data 

Environment (BLADE) is a key ABS integrated 

data asset and economic tool.  It combines 

tax, trade, intellectual property and ABS 

data to provide a better understanding 

of the Australian economy and business 

performance over time. 

BLADE
Business Longitudinal

Analysis Data Environment

ABS DATA SERVICES

MADIP
Multi-Agency

Data Integration Project

ABS DATA SERVICES

Multi-Agency Data Integration Project 

(MADIP) is a key ABS integrated data asset 

that enables research about people. 

It combines information on healthcare, 

education, government payments, personal 

income tax, population demographics and 

other themes, to create a comprehensive 

picture of Australia over time.
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DATA
Explorer

ABS DATA SERVICES

DL BROCHURES 
Generic
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POWERPOINT TEMPLATE

Informing Australia’s important decisions

Title of Powerpoint presenta� on 
Sub� tle

Place, date

Presenter
Posi� on

Australian Bureau of Sta� s� cs

1 01/01/2022

Multi-Agency
Data Integration Project

Informing Australia’s important decisions

Title of Powerpoint presenta� on 
Sub� tle

Place, date

Presenter
Posi� on

Australian Bureau of Sta� s� cs

1 01/01/2022

DATA SERVICES

Title

1

Informing Australia’s important decisions

Australian Bureau of Sta� s� cs

01/01/2022

ABS DATA SERVICES
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Business Longitudinal Analysis Data 

Environment (BLADE) is a key ABS integrated 

data asset and economic tool.  It combines 

tax, trade, intellectual property and ABS 

data to provide a better understanding 

of the Australian economy and business 

performance over time. 

BLADE
Business Longitudinal

Analysis Data Environment

ABS DATA SERVICES

MADIP
Multi-Agency

Data Integration Project

ABS DATA SERVICES

Multi-Agency Data Integration Project 

(MADIP) is a key ABS integrated data asset 

that enables research about people. 

It combines information on healthcare, 

education, government payments, personal 

income tax, population demographics and 

other themes, to create a comprehensive 

picture of Australia over time.

Follow us

Australian Bureau of Statistics

Follow us

Australian Bureau of Statistics

PULL UP BANNER
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FACT Sheet and Letterhead

Pathways students take
after leaving school
The Post-School Destinations Project

Alique ne venimin et parundam
Pa venditio blacia dem hil modisquos aspic tem archil ideliquam et eum aut voluptae. Ut volecte volorepero excepelest intinti 

orenient offi cipit, earuptatem sed quo bea aut faccabori tem volut omnisi am ad millitam rem imincii stiorume.

Eit vernatis cor anditae. Et ut ut pra vendips aecate esti disqui quiam re net ut mod maximus dolorei ciendi de conseque 

nossuntota simolum laborpore pro coneste nonseque velless unditem cum apiscimped qui dolupient vent unt acepudis 

doloratem. Itatest, ut exerovitium voluptati comnis dolessi viducita saepudanit dollenim quibus que vel iur, odissi 

utemporerum nullabo. Pelessunt ipsum qui idelendam quibeatur, to debis sitatur?

The Project examines the impacts of…

Student
outcomes

Being in a
vulnerable

group

Regional/
remote living

Health
conditions

or disabilities

Refugee
status

Language 
backgrounds
other than

English

Low
socio-economic 

living 

Qui dolupient vent unt acepudis 
Pa venditio blacia dem hil modisquos aspic tem archil 

ideliquam et eum aut voluptae. Ut volecte volorepero 

excepelest intinti Orenient offi cipit, earuptatem sed quo bea 

aut faccabori tem volut omnisi am ad millitam rem imincii 

stiorume.

Crnatis cor anditae. Et ut ut pra vendips aecate esti disqui 

quiam re net ut mod maximus dolorei ciendi de conseque 

nossuntota simolum laborpore pro coneste nonseque velless 

unditem cum apiscimped qui dolupient vent unt acepudis 

doloratem. Itatest, ut exerovitium voluptati comnis dolessi 

viducita saepudanit dollenim quibus que vel iur, odissi 

utemporerum nullabo. Pelessunt ipsum qui idelendam 

quibeatur, to debis sitatu.

• comnis dolessi viducita saepudanit dollenim 

• uibus que vel iur, odissi utemporerum nullabo. Pelessunt 

ipsum qui idelendam quibeatur, to debis sitatur?

• None laborest estiostrum hilliquia ipsam, ipicia volente 

cesequos aciatiae. 

• Et eos et volupta porest, te veriasperit quas volore in ent 

et qui venecabore et, si offi cipis molorep eribusae offi cim 

conest.

Achil ideliquam et eum aut voluptae. Ut volecte volorepero 
excepelest intinti orenient offi cipit, earuptatem sed quo bea 
aut faccabori tem volut omnisi am ad millitam rem imincii. 

For more information see the ABS Data Integration pages or email data.services@abs.gov.au

Multi-Agency
Data Integration Project

Erit vid quat in nimilit offi cabo. Seditisimus aut dolupicit voloriorat audant eost, omniaecat esti si re volupti onseces 
tempellab intiatur si amendiore pra conse es sint estiate et ut mi, vera sum, eum fuga. Ecab il eos experum excea quid et 
vollut ipienim fugit el iur sinime venis dit eos dolorehento es as ma num reius ducid qui con et quo cus explit fugia soloriam 
exerianim fuga. Itatiunt quid molendit optat audae peribus, ipicipsam, que rerio beremporem dolupic iaestiatem vel modis 
isquide voleni sumque poresequam rerestotate eaquo ipsam, commolupid milibus auda sapel esti sentur, si duntotatio qui 
voluptatus dipsam dolorei caerovit, acerorerum vendipienem. Aximende volorest, sim dolorro berume rature dignis quis sam 
rest aut as inumqui ditiustium sit utam nobitam ustrumquunto que conem faces excestius mil ent lam, temporpos sincipsam 
invel eos ut essunt asped ute plit excea ex esequodic tem. Olorro qui aut et atas et litio. Nequatiae accum secero mo eossunt 
pore min rest, sim incia nos num hilit alit ut eicti si ut omnim ipsusande cuptatur?

As maio. Poriori stiscie nditatem facepudit que ex exceatet qui vernat quunt, sectet lit aut asperrorum que molorpor reicae 
nulpario tempore id et as ipsunte ssimus reius exeruntur?

Ficiliq uidelis volorem oluptatem qui audigni molupta tecepudicias iniminv ellaut est et fugiat.

Bereprae prae. Unditio totam idelentem ea veriosam, ullique vel isita dolupis vel mo magnit, el ipsum as ad quaspeles et, ut 
ommodis acilita tiorianimi, si dolorepe nati voluptatem dolupta tatiae sunt, te sa et, nis conseque nus, simoluptat offi c tem 
qui nos assequae magnia conseque eveliqui net, que enihitam repedis velitibus, iumet et modi to il eles rero omnimagnat 
offi catibus dolupta eptiat accaborpore, et etuscipsam reic te nullest emquidit quam volenia delliquatur, tet labo. Uptiis et 
volescipsam de eosa dis nos pelis ea si conemquae que dolut renduciasi venia volore, quiditium quiat.

Ad modiam, ommoluptaqui dipsam quis cumque velitis ut assequae coritibus, a volorendit harum dolorestrum ipsanditat.

Minus aligent, conse debis eiustiant iunt eaquamus nihici qui nonem nis escias sequiam, con nusto volupit occupta tiusdant 
apicit, sam aut plit hillignimus esequi aceptatis accum repelitio to cus aut que net fugiand usaeprovid quae dollessimi, qui 
ulpa volupta quam, experruptium in parum repe cus ut qui consedit, oditis et asperitate nullupi entius invelendunt explant 
autem dunt, que odis dolut untiumqui ulpa prectiunt, tet estiam, quat velese nobis quam et fuga. Nam reium fugiatumquo 
bea dem sit facerchil essin ne dolutatemqui doloriore, quia simagnam atempor ehenien duntia iusa cone venihic tore et as il 
es voluptae veliquam eos eatatibus doluptatiis dicipictem liquuntio. Serum, audaes que velendis ad que rem aut acidelianti re 
cum quid eos repelen tiaeriost voluptur?

Repta sitatur audame liquatis quae velendipsa quam, quia perae rent mollit odisqui dolores equatia veniend aecatem dem ut 
mo eiciisimin parciet ant.

Lam id ut ped et venimodiore volo oditaspere num ide pore vide nisi reiuntibus, verro qui alibus am venianda dusande bitem. 
Ita enis mo moloriosame pa dolupta ssimagn iminimus dolupienitis estrunt aut faccabor alitia perionse repro cone prem re 
vendant laccae dolorae. Omnient voluptates remporistia nis pratior sim dolora idesed essinci remodi as alibus.

Licabo. Xeritibusam as ut que ped qui nossunt ionecatat vent fugianderum eaquis di conseni minciunde pere ilit qui qui at 
verspel iducimi, te veria vel es volenis quidundamus ped unt, offi cta volor acimus natur? Quis coribus, alibusandi conecab 
invendantio. Ti am ad et hiliqui auda quassimus sit, nitis illacipsam imagnih illorro beaquo dolorestiae volendi re, untibusam, 
offi c te pre magnimet et faccus nonse es nectus ducidus vernatem quia sam qui corrorum laboresequia dolo dolupitiam 
que nihilig endionsenis invelento blaut labo. Nam quam quidit min conecabo. Nem inum eum de volor sandae et reium 
nes vendaero mo eum repererupid min conempor apit re est, quassen delestemquam fugia velique vellit et voluptaestis 
doluptate commolo reicia deleni tet que ipsa volore recepuda eatur sit atur?

ABS DATA SERVICES

Ut voluptus, culles aut a nissecum ex et eum aborem as moluptae dolorest, vita ea si del ius endem haribusa dolorerspe 

cumquia cus.

Hicid ut incipient. Is doluptibea des ni cumqui rem velest que consequi offi ciis int iur, sum voluptatur a sunt del idiaese 

disseni millab int voloreped maxim cus ra core, con pra et acestin re venitiam, suntiumquiae est, ium quatem dem aut essed 

molut quo magnihitios quid quunt, si ut adis suntore pudaectiam, conseceped quasimaio con consequid quas re consed eat 

dest, explatur aliquoditam eum laborum quatus que quiant laborib usandundi ullestis enis doloreic.

Tem quas pore mo ium im ipsunt dolorrum ium as eum sequation explibus es volore millabo receaqui dolore ipsam harum, 

ut volo dolupta tetur? Qui ad ea dit percilitatem dolliantisit voluptassed expla esti ditatium re voluptam harchil iberumqui 

doluptis que alitam vent omnis modis invella cones et laborer natumquame voluptatis de verum etur sitam facitio ssequam.

To what extent is there an energy 
productivity gap?

Why has the number of entrepreneurs 
declined?

What are the pathways for farmers 
experiencing prolonged drought?

How do the effects of collaborative R&D 
accumulate in the years following R&D 
activity?

What is the relationship between 
management capability and fi rm 
performance?

What are the characteristics of businesses 
entering the tourism industry compared with 
those leaving the industry?

How does the use of digital 
technologies vary by sector and 
by business size?

What are the social benefi ts of 
Government investment in private 
R&D by different types of R&D activity?

Do manufacturing fi rms in Australia have 
(or develop) a productivity advantage?

How does trademark use impact the 
export behaviour and performance of 
Australian businesses?

What is the impact of Austrade programs on 
trade and investment?

Private 
Non-Profi t Expenditure 

on Research and 
Development

Business 
Characteristics 

Survey: Management 
Capabilities Module

Intellectual 
Property 

Longitudinal 
Research Data

Merchandise 
Imports Data

Merchandise 
Exports Data

Business 
Activity 

Statement 
(BAS)Payment 

Summaries 
(PAYG)

Business 
Income Tax 

(BIT)

Business 
Characteristics 

Survey

Economic 
Activity Survey

Employee, 
Earnings & 

Hours

Business 
Expenditure on 
Research and 
Development

Energy, 
Water and 

Environment 
Survey

BLADE

ABS 

IP

TRADE

BLADE Core

Government 
Expenditure on 
Research and 
Development

Indicative Data 
Items

Business 
Locations (BL)

For more information see the ABS Data Integration pages or email data.services@abs.gov.au

ABS DATA SERVICES
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Join us for a seminar about MADIP, a key ABS integrated 
data asset that enables research about people.

See NewsPoint for details

Presenter: Name

Date: Day XX Month

Time: 11:30am-12:30pm AEDT

Venue:  Knibbs Auditorium 
& ABS live broadcast 

Multi-Agency
Data Integration Project

ipsam que porepe quiatio nseque nit oditem 
quam nam, ut aborrum ex esecusam fuga. 
Unt iunt volupti num, acipsa

DATA
Explorer ipsam que porepe quiatio nseque nit oditem 

quam nam, ut aborrum ex esecusam fuga. 
Unt iunt volupti num, acipsa

LCD templates
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INSIGHTS BANNER

Find out more via NewsPoint

ABS DATA SERVICES BLADE
Business Longitudinal

Analysis Data Environment

Find out more via NewsPoint

ABS DATA SERVICES
Multi-Agency

Data Integration Project

Find out more via NewsPoint

ABS DATA SERVICES DATA
Explorer

Find out more via NewsPoint

ABS DATA SERVICES
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Data Collection Design Centre 
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2

DCDC VISUAL STYLE GUIDE / NOVEMBER 2021

What is the DCDC visual style?
The Data Collection Design Centre (DCDC) visual style forms part of the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS) brand. Aligning with the ABS brand, it is the way in which the DCDC presents 
visually, which along with our name, and the written and spoken language we use, forms the 
complete DCDC brand. 

Mainstream surveys led by the DCDC should follow this Guide to maintain consistency to 
present a strong visual style. The visual style can be adapted to suit various size and formats  
of a material.

The DCDC colour palette
PMS colours may need to be converted to RGB (Red, Green, Blue) for screen use, or CMYK 
(Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black) for print or HEX for HTML coding.

Corresponding colour value sets are set out below:

Primary

PMS 7711

60% Tint

25% Tint

RGB

R: 26 
G: 155 
B: 171

CMYK

C: 79 
M: 21 
Y: 31 
K: 0

HEX

#1a9bab

Supporting colour

PMS 653

RGB

R: 50 
G: 98 
B: 151

CMYK

C: 87 
M: 63 
Y: 17 
K: 2

HEX

#326297

PMS 7711 + K50

RGB

R: 0 
G: 92 
B: 102

CMYK

C: 79 
M: 21 
Y: 31 
K: 50

HEX

#005c66

Typography
The DCDC primary type family, Arial, is distinctive and highly legible. This font is chosen to 
create a harmonious and consistent approach across a variety of designed communication 
products.

ABCabc123 
Arial Roman

ABCabc123 
Arial Bold

ABCabc123 
Arial Black

ABCabc123 
Arial Narrow

ABCabc123 
Arial Narrow Bold

ABCabc123 
Arial Italic

ABCabc123 
Arial Bold Italic

ABCabc123 
Arial Narrow Italic

ABCabc123 
Arial Narrow Bold Italic

The Branding
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Overleaf

6
Product identifier 7pt /Auto leading 
Arial Narrow (Black) 
Located bottom right, horizontal
Below actual size of identifier –  
GD Job number and DCDC Serial code

Help in other languages

RITM0123456 A00-ABC

Heading and body styles

1 Heading 1 14pt /17 leading 
Arial Bold (C93, M2, Y25, K50)

2 Heading 2 12pt /14 leading 
Arial Bold (C93, M2, Y25, K50)

3 Heading 3 10pt /13 leading centre 
Arial Bold (Black)

4 Body 10pt /13 leading 
Arial Regular (Black)

5 Note 8pt /13 leading 
Arial Regular and Italics (Black)

Letter – Type 1 (Standard)

Address and footer

1 Address 10pt /11 leading 
Arial Narrow Bold and Regular (Black)

2
Footer 10pt /12 leading 
Arial Regular and Bold (Black)

Overprint (Word document template)
This text requires updating, either manually 
(e.g., DD MM 20YY), or through a mailmerge 
(e.g.,<<indicative>>).

1 Obligation ID 11pt in word 
Arial Regular (Black)

2 DD Month 20YY 10pt in word 
Arial Regular (Black)

RITM0123456 A00-ABC

6

s47E

s47F
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Letter – Type 2 (Steps)

Overleaf

5
Product identifier 7pt /Auto leading 
Arial Narrow (Black) 
Located bottom right, horizontal
Below actual size of identifier –  
GD Job number and DCDC Serial code

Help in other languages

RITM0123456 A00-ABC

Heading and body styles

1 Heading 1 14pt /17 leading 
Arial Bold (C93, M2, Y25, K50)

2 Heading 2 12pt /14 leading 
Arial Bold (C93, M2, Y25, K50)

3 Heading 3 10pt /13 leading centre 
Arial Bold (Black)

4 Body 10pt /13 leading 
Arial Regular (Black)

Step boxes

5 Step Heading 10pt 
Arial Narrow Bold (Black)

6 Step body 10pt /13 leading 
Arial Bold (Black)

Address and footer

1 Address 10pt /11 leading 
Arial Narrow Bold and Regular (Black)

2 Footer 10pt /12 leading 
Arial Regular and Bold (Black)

Overprint (Word document template)

This text requires updating, either manu-
ally (e.g., DD MM 20YY), or through a mailmerge 
(e.g.,<<indicative>>).

1 Obligation ID 11pt in word 
Arial Regular (Black)

2 Registration Due 11pt in word 
Arial Bold, Regular (Black)

3
Step box URL and Date:  
URL 10pt Arial regular in word (Black) 
Date 12pt Arial bold in word (Black)

4 Form Access Code 12pt in word 
Consolas Bold (Black)

5 DD Month 20YY 12pt in word 
Arial Bold (Black)

RITM0123456 A00-ABC

5

s47E

s47F
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Insert heading 1 here 
insert heading 1
Uditaspietur renetur, quat repudam id quiatestius, sequas 
dolectia cum, omnit, nullabo rerfero quiae.

Liquodis et il ium
Xerionsedi rehendi volo volorporem esto moluptatur, 
comnis mi, et pre nisimil int parchictas et eosapiet que 
pernatempore verorum.

Pernatempore verorum, incidi aut quossit a corem none aut 
labor aut ut eium volupide vid qui qui seque omnimporum 
laborum quidit la non nectota nimusda conseniatem earum 
ea que volorest, seque sitiunt enet hil eium quis nostinum, 
ipsundio et esti opta delit re, totae conessit.

Liquodis et il ium harchil elestrum volorru nturibus por 
alibusdam explit laccupt atquid quassendebis enia 
perrovit, sum utesti consent.

Uditaspietur renetur, quat repudam 
omnia secatintiae omnieni mpernam volore re et que 
doluptatusda doluptatem.

Xerionsedi rehendi volo volorporem 
esto moluptatur, comnis mi, et pre 
nisimil int parchictas.

Doluptatusda doluptatem
Liquodis et il harchil elestrum volorru nturibus 
por alibusdam explit laccupt atquid enia perrovit.

Did you know...

Ullupta des et laboresequi dolendio
Uditaspietur renetur, quat repudam id quiatestius, sequas dolectia 
cum, omnit, nullabo rerfero quiae pliquib usdame quas dendisitio 
molores maion eum videlesti comnisquo et ella sequaestrum qui 
odi repere pore natur sunt exceruptas sedit. 

 • voluptatem qui dendae coreniendam
 • omnia secatintiae omnieni mpernam volore re et que
 • doluptatusda doluptatem. Xim fugite soloreratem fuga. It ide 

ma nonserr ovitat.

Liquodis et il ium harchil elestrum volorru nturibus por alibusdam 
explit laccupt atquid quassendebis enia perrovit, sum utesti 
consent, aut occumque aborror isimil maxim dis repudae volor 
sin conse cor sandel est quam amento ipist venit pel id molupta 
tecuptae conessundae. Xerionsedi rehendi volo volorporem esto 
moluptatur, comnis mi, et pre nisimil int parchictas et eosapiet 
que pernatempore verorum, incidi aut quossit a corem none 
aut labor aut ut eium volupide vid qui qui seque omnimporum 
laborum quidit la non nectota nimusda conseniatem earum ea 
que volorest, seque sitiunt enet hil eium quis nostinum, ipsundio 
et esti opta delit re, totae conessit.

Molores maion eum videlesti comnisquo et ella sequaestrum 
qui odi repere pore natur sunt exceruptas sedit, voluptatem qui 
dendae coreniendam, omnia secatintiae omnieni mpernam volore 
re et que doluptatusda doluptatem. Xim fugite soloreratem fuga. 

incidi aut quossit a corem 
none aut labor seque sitiunt 

enet hil eium

00% eium volupide

00%
et Occumque

pore natur sunt exceruptas sedit, 
voluptatem 50 dendae 
coreniendam omnia.
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Leaflet – DL

Overleaf

1
Product identifier 7pt /Auto leading 
Arial Narrow (Black) 
Located bottom right, vertical
Below actual size of identifier –  
GD Job number and DCDC Serial code

RITM0123456 A00-ABC

Heading and body styles

1 Heading 1 23pt /24 leading 
Arial Narrow (Black)

2 Heading 2 12pt /13 leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (Black/White)

3 Body 10pt /12 leading 
Arial Narrow (Black/White)

4 Did you know 12pt /Auto leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (Black)

1

1

2

2

3

3
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Da vit qui autemodis maionsed ut voluptia dolu

RI
TM

00
16

14
2

Insert Title here Insert
Your part in the

Your offi cial guide

Follow us

ABSstatistics

Australian Bureau of Statistics

@absstats

(Fold marks)

(Fold marks)

(Fold marks)

Guide – A3 folded DL (Front)

Heading and body styles

1 Your part 17pt /Auto leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (Grey)

2 Title 39pt /35 leading 
Arial Narrow (C93, M2, Y25, K4)

3 Offical guide 21pt /Auto leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (Grey/White)

4 Heading 2 13pt /15 leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (Black)

5 Body/Bullet 11.5pt /13 leading 
Arial Narrow (Black)

1
Product identifier 7pt /Auto leading 
Arial Narrow (Black) 
Located bottom right, vertical

Below actual size of identifier –  
GD Job number and DCDC Serial code

RITM0123456 A00-ABC

1

2

3

3

4

1

5
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Insert Title Here Insert Title Here
Your offi cial Guide to the

Heading 1
Subheading

Heading 1
Subheading

Heading 1
Subheading

Heading 1
Subheading

NextNow Then Finally

Ad molor aut aut et aut as consequis 
Estrum rehendus eribus anditem cus eaquia aperovid 
maiorunt et porita velis conse maior am volenetur 
assum fuga. Lam harundi core exceatquid eat es 
sequiam que odis voluptio essitio temodio. Duciet 
isquation plate adi cum qui nate rest eaquatis eici 
totaqui que volorrovit ent et et haruntiae mod eos 
acerore nos aut eatiumquia volupti squaepta cuptatur.
• Da vit qui autemodis maionsed ut voluptia dolupta 

tuscid ut fuga. Et quamus, offi cit occatur? 
• Quia dolorem faceaqu untibus alicient doluptat 

volore, sequo quo et magni sinvellabor aut fuga. 
• Ed modi dunte pliatum que debis nossum dis 

eatia am a sam, cus ra dolorer atempel ipisto 
dollorepudit dolorro odi nonsed quuntiis ut ipsunt 
de sitius, sincti ut ento et a dolent.

Mi, optatem eum rae nonsequo illab ium autemped 
quae veliquatur, vollect otaectate quis autem aut 
ellabor uptature et assi reperep restius exerumenim 
dolorecto doluptatur sit quunti corrum earum int.

Ducil eritasperiam suntestis vella
Cus et is que et ut entotate sequibusci del mint quam 
volupta tquias as alit invero molenis ati rehento que 
veles volori qui consendam faccaborae delit que.
Cimint repedi conseri onsequate lam labo. Ga. Nem 
alis ipsaeca tatempor alibus serumenem vendis es 
consenimos qui omnisciet molendent.

Estrum rehendus eribus anditem cus eaquia aperovid 
maiorunt et porita velis conse maior am volenetur 
assum fuga.

So please keep an 
eye out for this

POSTAGE 

PAID 

AUSTRALIA

IF NOT DELIVERED WITHIN 7 DAYS,  
PLEASE RETURN TO:
PO Box 4459 
GEELONG, VIC, 3220
INTERNET: www.abs.gov.au

R
E

E
P

Important Government Information

MPS 2018 DL envelope 1 - important government information.indd   1 13/02/2018   12:58:04 PM

Nam fugitiunt
Ducil eritasperiam suntestis vella dit hit eum, cus et is 
que et ut entotate sequibusci del mint quam volupta 
tquias as alit invero molenis ati rehento que veles 
volori qui consendam faccaborae delit que escius.
Cimint repedi conseri onsequate lam labo. Ga. Nem 
alis ipsaeca tatempor alibus serumenem vendis es 
consenimos qui omnisciet molendent.
Nam fugitiunt, ne con prepersperae nost mo modit 
molenda ndempos sernati nit, cuptassimi, core 
elesseque et estrum doles audaecabo. Ut et dolorei 
ctureres sed et aut qui utation et rest exeriassim aut 
odit eum que nonsequod mos conecabo. 

Ad molor aut aut et aut as consequis 
Estrum rehendus eribus anditem cus eaquia aperovid 
maiorunt et porita velis conse maior am volenetur 
assum fuga. Lam harundi core exceatquid eat es 
sequiam que odis voluptio essitio temodio. Duciet 
isquation plate adi cum qui nate rest eaquatis eici 
totaqui que volorrovit ent et et haruntiae mod eos 
acerore nos aut eatiumquia volupti squaepta cuptatur.
• Da vit qui autemodis maionsed ut voluptia dolupta 

tuscid ut fuga. Et quamus, offi cit occatur? 
• Quia dolorem faceaqu untibus alicient doluptat 

volore, sequo quo et magni sinvellabor aut fuga. 
• Ed modi dunte pliatum que debis nossum dis 

eatia am a sam, cus ra dolorer atempel ipisto 
dollorepudit dolorro odi nonsed quuntiis ut ipsunt 
de sitius, sincti ut ento et a dolent.

Mi, optatem eum rae nonsequo illab ium autemped 
quae veliquatur, vollect otaectate quis autem aut 
ellabor uptature et assi reperep restius exerumenim 
dolorecto doluptatur sit quunti corrum earum int.

Ducil eritasperiam suntestis vella
Cus et is que et ut entotate sequibusci del mint 
quam volupta tquias as alit invero molenis ati rehento 
que veles volori qui consendam faccaborae delit que 
escius.
Cimint repedi conseri onsequate lam labo. Ga. Nem 
alis ipsaeca tatempor alibus serumenem vendis es 
consenimos qui omnisciet molendent.
Nam fugitiunt, ne con prepersperae nost mo modit 
molenda ndempos sernati nit, cuptassimi, core 
elesseque et estrum doles audaecabo. Ut et dolorei 
ctureres sed et aut qui utation et rest exeriassim aut 
odit eum que nonsequod mos conecabo. Alibusa.

Mi, optatem eum rae nonsequo illab ium autemped 
quae veliquatur, vollect otaectate quis autem aut 
ellabor uptature et assi reperep restius exerumenim 
dolorecto doluptatur sit quunti corrum earum int.

Ducil eritasperiam suntestis vella
Cus et is que et ut entotate sequibusci del mint quam 
volupta tquias as alit invero molenis ati rehento que 
veles volori qui consendam faccaborae delit que 
escius.
Cimint repedi conseri onsequate lam labo. Ga. Nem 
alis ipsaeca tatempor alibus serumenem vendis es 
consenimos qui omnisciet molendent.

Nam fugitiunt
Ne con prepersperae nost mo modit molenda 
ndempos sernati nit, cuptassimi, core elesseque et 
estrum doles audaecabo. Ut et dolorei ctureres sed 
et aut qui utation et rest exeriassim aut odit eum que 
nonsequod mos conecabo. 
Duciet isquation plate adi cum qui nate rest eaquatis 
eici totaqui que volorrovit ent et et haruntiae mod eos 
gniatum qui cum fuga. Eque re dusapel lorerorest adis 
es pora sus.
Quia dolorem faceaqu untibus alicient doluptat volore, 
sequo quuntiis ut ipsunt de sitius, sincti ut ento dolent.

Did you know... 00%
et dolorei
eperep restius 

exerumen dolorecto 
doluptatur sit quunti 
corrum earum int

Did you know...

0 in 0
Da vit qui autemodis 
maionsed ut voluptia 

dolupta tuscid ut fuga.

Itatur? Elia net volorpor atquas repe conecab oreperuntis quatemo

Source: Ut et dolorei ctureres sed et aut qui utation et rest exeriassim aut odit eum que 
nonsequod mos conecabo.

Heading and body styles

1 Offical guide 14pt /Auto leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (Black)

2 Title 31pt /33 leading 
Arial Narrow (Black)

3 About text 12pt /13 leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (Black)

4 Steps 16pt /Auto leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (White)

5 Heading 1 20pt /21 leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (Black)

6 Subheading 12pt /13 leading 
Arial Narrow Bold Italic (Black/White)

7 Heading 2 13pt /15 leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (Black)

8 Body/Bullet 11.5pt /13 leading 
Arial Narrow (Black)

1 Box heading 14pt /16 leading 
Arial Narrow Bold (White)

2 Infographic text 12pt /14 leading 
Arial Narrow (Black)

3 Source 7pt /8 leading 
Arial Narrow (Black)

Guide – A3 folded DL (Overleaf)

1
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Themes

Design elements to consider when creating a theme
The ‘ABS triangles’ is a primary element of the organisation visual identity.  
The pattern is made up of solid colours, iconography and images creating  
an emotive and contemporary treatment. 

When selecting images and creating illustrations, consider what message  
you want to communicate. 

The core colour palette is the main identifier for each of the surveys. 
Incorporating the colours in the images and illustrations will provide a 
consistent approach and set a tone for the scene. 

It is recommended that DCDC have ownership and endorse the design 
elements for mainstream survey materials.

For more information on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander co-brand,  
please consult the Strategic Communications Section.

Survey of Disability, Ageing and Carers

Core colours     

General Social Survey

Core colours     
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Themes

Monthly Population Survey

Core colours     
Survey of Income and Housing

Household Expenditure Survey

Core colours     

Survey of Adult Skills in Australia

Core colours     

Wellbeing and Lifestyle Survey

Core colours     
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Themes

Time Use Survey

Core colours     

National Health Survey

National Nutrition and Physical Activity Survey

Core colours     
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Business Longitudinal 
Analysis Data Environment

Putting location 
intelligence in the 
hands of decision 
makers

Follow us

@absstats

ABSstatistics

Australian Bureau of Statistics

abs.gov.au

12,193
0.02%
<15

89%

-4.2

$3,402

Location Insights is a new branch, established in the middle of 2021, consolidating ABS’ geospatial analysis and 

technology, statistical geography, statistical address register, and area socio-economic statistics. The branch 

will play a key role in the ABS’ goals to use data in new ways, linking it with location to provide insights and 

analysis. The work involves forging partnerships across the APS, with private enterprise and other levels of 

government.

ABS SPATIAL IDENTITY 
STYLE GUIDE

Cus. Imus ut acessunt et ommolo esenisimi, omnit que suntur? Quiscit atiorum harum aspieni hilibusa que cuscia 
secatis elentem oluptat uritis apellabo. Nem et acesciis aute eume vitaspi ciisquis aspicae poriamendi bearchi licius 
desecto remque doluptibus ipsanti onseque pro ius, quodi non et omnis quae prero quate expliquas nullor as quide 
labore excerum dolorro eaque dem rem verae. Itas

Document 10
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ABS SPATIAL IDENTITY 
STYLE GUIDE 

PMS 129 

RGB
R: 246
G: 207
B: 63

CMYK
C: 4
M: 16
Y: 87
K: 0

HEX
#f6cf3f

PMS 152 

RGB
R: 235
G: 114
B: 3

CMYK
C: 4
M: 67
Y: 100
K: 0

HEX
#eb7203

PMS 653

RGB
R: 50
G: 98
B: 151

CMYK
C: 87
M: 63
Y: 17
K: 2

HEX
#326297

PMS 3285 

RGB
R: 0
G: 147
B: 131

CMYK
C: 100
M: 15
Y: 59
K: 2

HEX
#009383

COLOUR PALETTE

PMS colours converted to other colour value models

PMS colours may need to be converted to RGB (Red, Green, Blue) for screen use, or CMYK (Cyan, 
Magenta, Yellow, Black) for print or HEX for HTML coding.

Colour value sets are set out below:

PMS 152

 60% Tint 

30% Tint

PMS 129

 60% Tint 

30% Tint

PMS 653

 40% Tint 

20% Tint

PMS 3285

 40% Tint 

20% Tint

Use of colour

Tints of the PMS colours can be used behind text in tables and diagrams.
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ABS SPATIAL IDENTITY 
STYLE GUIDE 

TYPOGRAPHY

FRUTIGER 
Primary sans serif typeface

This is the primary font family used by the Design and Production team on corporate, marketing and 
promotional material. When outsourcing graphic design, ensure the external design agencies are 
aware that Frutiger is the preferred font for all ABS corporate, marketing and promotional material.

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black Condensed

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Roman

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black Condensed Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Light Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Bold Italic

ABCabc123 
Frutiger Black Italic

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Regular

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Italic

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Bold

ABCabc123 
PC equivalent for Frutiger typeface – Calibri Bold Italic

ABS website typeface

The ABS uses a set of preferred web safe fonts. Open Sans (Google web font) for Macs and Segoe UI for 
Windows. These fonts have been chosen as they are highly legible, approachable, and add to the overall ABS 
brand identity as a professional presence. For further clarification, please contact the Strategic Communication 
Section.

Microsoft/PC equivalents

The PC/Microsoft equivalent of the primary sans serif typeface, Frutiger, is ‘Calibri’. Please use Calibri on 
ABS documents and presentations when the primary typeface, Frutiger, is unavailable.

Use Calibri when creating PowerPoint presentations, letters, reports, name tags and name plates using 
the ABS Microsoft Word templates.

ESRI equivalents

The ESRI equivalent of the primary sans serif typeface, Frutiger, 
is Roboto. Please use Roboto on all ESRI products when the 
primary Typeface, Frutiger, is unavailable.
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ABS SPATIAL IDENTITY 
STYLE GUIDE 

Follow us

@absstats

ABSstatistics

Australian Bureau of Statistics

Our Interactive maps 
were viewed 23,835 
times in Q1 2022

784 data variables 
across 9 data themes 
in Data by region  

436,830 geographic 
areas available from 
statistical geographies

dbr.abs.gov.au

12,193

0.02%
-4.2

$3,402

ASGS
What ASGS regions

equate to:

MB
Residential
block/rural area

SA1
Neighbourhood/
rural district

SA2 Suburb
or locality

SA3 Part of region

SA4 Region

S/T State or Territory

GCCSA
Capital city 
broad regions

SUA
Large urbanised 
areas

UCL
Cities and 
towns

RA
Remoteness 
classifi cation

LGA
Local
Government 
Areas

SED
State Electoral 
Divisions

CED
Commonwealth 
Electoral Divisions

View all ASGS regions here
maps.abs.gov.au 

BOOK MARK
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ABS SPATIAL IDENTITY 
STYLE GUIDE 

POWERPOINT TEMPLATE AND SAMPLE

Sweet new data to
understand Australian
agriculture
A co-design approach to integrating new data 
sources using Sugarcane as a case study

Why modernise agriculture statistics?

2

Better responses to climate change 
and natural disasters

Better biosecurity risk management

Fewer forms for farmers

Administrative data and crop maps from
satellites can deliver faster more detailed 
agriculture statistics which supports…

Why modernise agriculture statistics?

07/02/20233

Better responses to climate change 
and natural disasters

Better biosecurity risk management

Fewer forms for farmers

Administrative data and crop maps from
satellites can deliver faster more detailed 
agriculture statistics which supports…
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ABS SPATIAL IDENTITY 
STYLE GUIDE 

PULL UP Banner

Putting location 
intelligence in the 
hands of decision 
makers

Follow us

@absstats

ABSstatistics

Australian Bureau of Statistics

abs.gov.au

12,193
0.02%
<15

89%

-4.2

$3,402
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ABS SPATIAL IDENTITY 
STYLE GUIDE 

Report cover

s47E
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ABS SPATIAL IDENTITY 
STYLE GUIDE 

FACT SHEET TEMPLATE   
            Sub heading  
  

   
     

Page 1 of 2 

www.abs.gov.au 

 

 

Main title 
Key Points 
• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem 

quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest 
voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles 

•  re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum 
doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate 
quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere 
rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae 
most,  

• con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut 
faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum vendundi 
voluptatur sequae volute voles quide et assi in  

 

Title sentence here. Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum 
veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam 
rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui ommoditectia 
veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum 
doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt 
vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex 
etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum 
repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga.  

Points 
• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest 

archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni 
optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles re  

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus 
debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid 
quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur 
ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi 
voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga. 

B Header 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit 
et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, 
simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate 
quidunt  

C header 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit 
et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, 
simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate 
quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex 
etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi 
voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum 
vendundi voluptatur sequae volute voles quide et assi in comnim nam 
explis molorectota nuscia sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. 
Porumque nihicim aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, 
nonessite corehenis eosam, sum sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es 
dolorum duci re, quiberum  
doloribus voluptiatus, cus, ut que vidisque pe nienisi odi quisti corro 
consenes volupta dolumque exerro in num harum que parions 
entiaepudae nate ommolorum re nus quid modisto blatem re velloreni 
ut alique dolore nati cullanto il molorpo reseque nam que dendel est, 
tem veriate destibusa ipic temped magnat aliam eum fugiam quas 
molesedis eaqui blantis doluptas dit quatemquiam expelendae dus 
ipsam fugit officipsus es exeri officaepe voluptincto ipsa dolent arum 
sequiae rumquis endunt latium accabo. Otatemo lectecuption nosam 
aliqui sumquae velisi ut quis verumquid eat assimporiat aceat 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit 
et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, 
simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate 
quidunt 

C header 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit 
et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, 
simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate 
quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex 
etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi 
voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum 
vendundi voluptatur sequae volute voles quide et assi in comnim nam 
explis molorectota nuscia sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. 
Porumque nihicim aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, 
nonessite corehenis eosam, sum sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es 
dolorum duci re, quiberum  

C header 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit 
et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, 
simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate 
quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex 
etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi 
voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum 
vendundi voluptatur sequae volute voles quide et assi in comnim nam 
explis molorectota nuscia sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. 
Porumque nihicim aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, 
nonessite corehenis eosam, sum sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es 
dolorum duci re, quiberum  
sequae volute voles quide et assi in comnim nam explis molorectota 
nuscia sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. Porumque nihicim 
aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, nonessite corehenis 
eosam, sum sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es dolorum duci re, 
quiberum 
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For more information see Labour Statistics: Concepts, Sources and Methods, Feb 2018 (cat. no. 6102.0.55.001). 
To provide feedback on this series please email:  labour.statistics@abs.gov.au  

Very longer, longer than most  B 
header could go here over three or 
more lines? 
ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, nonessite corehenis eosam, sum sa pa 
desequi busantint voluptatis es dolorum duci re, quiberum doloribus 
voluptiatus, cus, ut que vidisque pe nienisi odi quisti corro consenes 
 They include:  
• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest 

archit et sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles re  

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus 
debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid 
quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur 
ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi 
voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit  

• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest 
archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni 
optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles r 

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus 
debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid 
quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur 
ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi 
voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit f 

 
rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles re min 
prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re 
que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt 

Very long B header could go here 
over two lines? 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest 
archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni 
optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector 
aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc 
imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua 
tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae 
most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut 
faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum vendundi voluptatur 
sequae volute voles quide et assi in comnim nam explis 
molorectota nuscia sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. 
Porumque nihicim aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, 
nonessite corehenis eosam, sum sa pa desequi busantint 
voluptatis es dolorum duci re, quiberum doloribus voluptiatus, 
cus, ut que vidisque pe nienisi odi quisti corro consenes volupta 
dolumque exerro in num harum que parions entiaepudae nate 
ommolorum re nus quid modisto blatem re officipsus es exeri 
officaepe voluptincto ipsa dolent arum sequiae rumquis endunt 
latium accabo. Otatemo lectecuption nosam aliqui sumquae velisi 
ut quis verumquid eat assimporiat aceat 

Footnotes: 
1. The two groups are: 

• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem 
quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest 
voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui ommoditectia 
veles re  

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum 
doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate 
quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere 
rehendamet peles ex etur . 

•  

Summary 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest 
archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni 
optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector 
aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc 
imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere 
rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, 
con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest 
verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum vendundi voluptatur sequae volute 
voles quide et assi in comnim nam explis molorectota nuscia 
sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. Porumque nihicim 
aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, nonessite corehenis 
eosam, sum sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es dolorum duci re, 
quiberum  

B header  
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest 
archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni 
optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector 
aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc 
imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere 
rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, 
con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest 
verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum vendundi voluptatur sequae volute 
voles quide et assi in comnim nam explis molorectota nuscia 
sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. Porumque nihicim aut 
dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, nonessite corehenis 
eosam, sum sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es dolorum duci re, 
quiberum doloribus voluptiatus, cus, ut que vidisque pe nienisi odi 
quisti corro consenes volupta dolumque exerro in num harum que 
parions entiaepudae nate ommolorum re nus quid modisto blatem 
re officipsus es exeri officaepe voluptincto ipsa dolent arum 
sequiae rumquis endunt latium accabo. Otatemo lectecuption 
nosam aliqui sumquae velisi ut quis verumquid eat assimporiat 
aceat 
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Main title 
Key Points 
• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem 

quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest 
voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles 

•  re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum 
doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate 
quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere 
rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae 
most,  

• con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut 
faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum vendundi 
voluptatur sequae volute voles quide et assi in  

 

Title sentence here. Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum 
veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam 
rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui ommoditectia 
veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum 
doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt 
vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex 
etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum 
repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga.  

Points 
• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest 

archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni 
optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles re  

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus 
debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid 
quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur 
ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi 
voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga. 

Title sentence here. Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest 
voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus 
debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia 
quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga.  

Points 
• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 

qui ommoditectia veles re Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni 
optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles re  

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua 
tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit  

• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles r 

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua 
tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit f 

•  
• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua 

tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit 
fuga. 
 

B Header 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui 
ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt 
C header 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui 
ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid 
quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si 
andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum vendundi voluptatur sequae volute voles quide et assi in comnim nam explis molorectota 
nuscia sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. Porumque nihicim aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, nonessite corehenis eosam, sum 
sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es dolorum duci re, quiberum 

• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui 
ommoditectia veles  

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua 
tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit  

• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles  
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For more information see Labour Statistics: Concepts, Sources and Methods, Feb 2018 (cat. no. 6102.0.55.001). 
To provide feedback on this series please email:  labour.statistics@abs.gov.au  

Footnotes: 
1. The two groups are: 

• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni 
optatas mo qui ommoditectia veles re  

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut 
veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur . 

•  

Summary 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid 
quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si 
andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum vendundi voluptatur sequae volute voles quide et assi in comnim nam explis molorectota 
nuscia sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. Porumque nihicim aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, nonessite corehenis eosam, 
sum sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es dolorum duci re, quiberum  

B Header 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui 
ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt 
C header 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui 
ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid 
quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si 
andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum vendundi voluptatur sequae volute voles quide et assi in comnim nam explis molorectota 
nuscia sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. Porumque nihicim aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, nonessite corehenis eosam, sum 
sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es dolorum duci re, quiberum 

• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui 
ommoditectia veles re  

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua 
tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit  

• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo 
qui ommoditectia veles r 

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua 
tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit f 
 

C header 
Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et atus sandam sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui 
ommoditectia veles re min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid 
quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si 
andaeptia aut faccullest verchit fuga. Laut es dellorum vendundi voluptatur sequae volute voles quide et assi in comnim nam explis molorectota 
nuscia sinullatus nobis as rest, sam faccaessim fuga. Porumque nihicim aut dolores aut ipsapel itiuscil in re odior am, nonessite corehenis eosam, sum 
sa pa desequi busantint voluptatis es dolorum duci re, quiberum 

• Alit, consequi quam reium quas excearum veritaquidem quaerest archit et sitatem ilignam rest voluptatur sequi doleni optatas mo qui 
ommoditectia veles re  

• min prepe ditae nonector aborum, simusanderum doluptatus debitasin re que vendisc imiligenis nullate quidunt vid quaecatquunt vellaut veliqua 
tquaere rehendamet peles ex etur ad qui acia quis nihillesto quiae most, con restior eperum repudi voluptur si andaeptia aut faccullest verchit  
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Introduction
Consistent, recognisable branding is an important element 
in effective communication.

The Yakeen Network Visual Style Guide set out our branding 
standards on logo applications to ensure quality control and 
consistency.

The logo
The logo has been constructed to conform with established 
identity application principles and is appropriate for most 
publishing requirements.

Positioning
The logo should always have prominence over and above 
other images and graphic elements.

Elements within the logo should not be separated.

Isolation zone
An isolation zone must be established to ensure that the 
dignity of the logo is not jeopardised through crowding.  
This zone is defined as ‘X’ is based upon the height of the 
Dugong.

Minimum size
The minimum height of the should be 40mm. However, on 
items such as name badges and ID cards where it may not 
be possible for the minimum height to be adhered to, the 
logo may be altered but must remain recognisable.

Yakeen Network Visual Style Guide

Correct application of the logo
Whenever possible the full colour logo should be used on  
a white background. The logo can also be applied reversed 
as shown below.

Positive

Reversed

Colour palette
The correct use of these colours is critical to the success of 
Yakeen Network brand recognition.

These colours are suitable for print and digital reproduction 
circumstances. CMYK and RGB equivalents for the PMS 
colours are shown below.

Black

C0 M0 Y0 K100

R0 G0 B0

HTML 000000

PMS 110 PMS Warm Gray 8

C0 M22 Y100 K8 C0 M9 Y16 K43

R236 G185 B11 R168 G149 B138

HTML ECB90B HTML A8958A

X

X

X X

X

For more information on the use of Yakeen Network logo 
contact the ABS NT Office at the Statistical Engagement 
and Northern Australian Operations Branch.

Network

Network
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